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ney and company.
H.
Song by M. B.Winderand company.
Recitation by A. S. Young.
PRODUCE
Song by Mary Shumway and Edith
ITEMS OP INTEREST PROM
Cheney.
COMMISSION
OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
Song by Will Evans.
'
Recitation by Wallace Burnham.
MERCHANT.
Singing by the choir.
Events of the Week Collected for the
Benediction by the chaplain.
Colo.
Times, Descriptions and CritiPeter Shumway marshal of the day.
cisms on the Happenings.
Dance for the childrea ac 2 p. m.
Out of door games and amusements
4 p. m.
ai
L
Large,
Dance
for
adults
in
evening.
the
tpesial Correspondence.
W. S WEKrHTMAX.
MANAGER
Largo, July 31. Pres. Munos wears The program was arranged and car
out
by
ried
energy
the
Young
of
the
a sunny smile, the result ef
J. A. LAUGHREN, Prop.
All kinds of ranch produce handled".
Fruit, Hay, fit tin and Povisione.
Ladies M. I., association to whom
boy born on the 20th instant.
due.
is
much
credit
Next door to F. R. Grahams' warehouse..
The Mexicans are cutting wheat and
before very long all of the small mills
Flora Vista.
Fust-Clas- s
Colo,
Durango
Accommodations
that they hare will be turning out a Special Correspondence. Continued.
FteoA Vista, July 25. In our cor
superior brand of flour. The flour
At Reasonable Rates.
respondence of last week we omitted
combine will then take a tumble.
New potatoes, cabbage, beets, to say that in our ramblings we celestring beans, onions and squash are brated the glorious Fourth on the La
now offered for sale in our "plaza.''
Plata at the mouth of Hay gulch.
Yes, all of the large manufacturers
The little settlement of people conNew Mexico
are raising wages 10 per cent and then sisting of six or eight families residing Farmfngton
follow up by increasing their products in the gulch were having a little pic20 per cent and who has to pay it? nic and ye were cordially invited to
I have subdivided and laid out in
Why the poor granger and another join with them in the festival of the
corn combination will force down the day. We enjoyed a splendid dinner
TOWN LOTS
grangers1 products until it is out of and several glasses of beer with them
Eighty acres of land immediately adjoining the town of
his haiads. Then up jumps the price, and all went merry aa a lark. Any
The lots are one acre each and will be sole? on
and then they say everybody is hap one wishing to enjoy a day out could
Wm. Wilkaisky, Proprietor,
VERY EASY TERMS.
py with the good prices and better not do better than to spend it with
A good water right goes- with each lot?. The north lino of this trao
times coming. Of course tae combin- the kind generous people of Hay
is only two blocks from the
ations don't want silver, why should guich.
they? When by having the gold
On our way home met with Fred.
PRINCIPAL BUSINESS STREET OF FARMINGTON.
Made and Repaired. Opposite
standard they are better able to com- Holt and his young and handsome
I also have 400 acres of
bine so as ts keep the granger always bride. Mr. Holt was on his way to Times' Building.
GOOD FARM AND ORCHARD LAND
in debt, forcing him to sell when ha Cortez to enter into partnership as
FAHMINGTON. NEW MEXICO.
Adapted to the raising of apples, peaches, nectarines, apricots, pears,
has anything to sell on a low market one of the editors, proprietors and
plums, prunes, grapes and all other deciduous fruits and alfalfa, from
and with the proceeds of the sale. He rustlers of the Montezuma Journal.
which a person can select one of the
pays up the interest and jumps in for We ar& aorry to lose Fred from among
another crop. The present granger is us and wish Aim success in his new
BEST FARMS IN THE COUNTY.
aot unlike a ''peon' in old Mexico, field.
A large amount of my land is under cultivation and I have severa
who is always in debt. But we look
Louis Bill and family started to the;
bearing orchards.
for good times now. For a while the mountains on Tuesday foe an outing
sen my own land and can tneseoy nva you an agent s commii- sibn. CalD on- me or addaess me look boa V":
gold men will let up the screws, hence of several days fishing and hunting.
George Brett
"good times. See what a gold basn
self binder ie kept
S. R..
does:' in that way fool the people busy thsse days, harvesting the grain,
N.
M.
FARMINGTON,
again, if possible, in order to get the cuep at and around Flora Vista.
Moffit & Gaunt, Fropr's,
As a matter of fact we attended, the
"Gold Cinch" firmly liastencd upon
:
:
:
Colorado
grsalitemperance lecture on Sunday Durango
them.
News is rather scaroe here, Mr. last aad we were very attentive listenHandles only the
editor, and we thought we would fill ers until Mrs. Foster made the state
up a little space with gold and gran ment that any man who drank whisky Celebrated Joel B Frazier Whisky
ger talk to show our ignorance on the was a fool. From that on we did lose
I
the balance of the lecture from the The Brunswick is a resort for gensubject, or rather what we think.
Brumley has been heard from. He fact that we were trying to cudgel up tlemen, and handles only the hest
is blacksmithing at Lumberton, work- in our brain what per cent of smart brands of liquors and cigars.
ing for the Biggs lumber aompany.
men would be left. We would advise
will complete Mr. Pilon's Mrs. Foster, as she addressed the ReYou, Can Get
publicans of Colorado, some time ago,
share of the ditch to Canon Largo.
will be about two weeks later in regard to the silver question, ' to
but is coming nevertheless; and next straddle the issue."
Goud Board
Mr. and Mrs. Cameron and others
winter if you need any pointers on
ditching see Messrs. Snyder & Pilon. were entertained at thshome of J. D.
They will have it down fine.
Ruraburg, on Sunday.
WithAnd still it rains;graas knee high
rnng'e this fall.
W.W.BREDIN.W.D..IVLC.,
A bargain in men's & boys' straw hats.
All kinds Navaio Blankets
Miss Dora Snyder spent Sunday
Nice Pleasant Rooms,
M
with Mrs. W. S. Dalton..
BURGEON,

NEWS OF THE COUNTY
or

COPELAND.

M.

Commission, Storage &

Brokerage.

IE

anS-poun- d

South
Farmingtoii.

FARMINGTON

SHOE SHOP.

Boots and Shoes

-

The

B RUNSWICK,

-

Blake.

F. M.

fc,

PIERCE.

Will make

i

CUT RATES ON CLOTHING
AND LADIES' SHOES

This-wee-

Mr-Snyd-

er

For cash for the next thirty days.

--

1

on-th-

04

Fruitland.

for

-gent

--

At-

gptiiftl Corrogpnmltncs.

Graduate "liunity University, Toronto.
Fruitland, July 25. We had! a
Specialties,
merry time here yesterday. It beiag
Pioneer day with Utah people.
YNACOLOGY,,
I send you the program. All parts
were well rendered. The singing was
SURGERY,
excellent.
STRICTURE, ETC.
In the afternoon the little ones had
qn enjoya&lo time dancing, while fruit, Office in of rear San. Juan Drug Store,.
eandy and cake were served to them.
:
:
COLORADO
Indian Agent McCaa leaves this af- DURANGO
ternoon for Durango and. the writer of
this will start in about 10 minutes notice with a full load of choice fruit,
$1800.00
apples and peaches from Mr.
GIVEN AWAY TO INVENTORS.
orchard.
every month given vmy to any one who apProgram for July 24, celebrated at plies$150.00
through us for the most meritorious patent during,
the month preceding.
Fruitland, N. M.
JT
We secure
best patents for our client!,
Ringing of the church bell at 4 a. m. and the object ofthe
this offer.is to encourage inventors to
keep track of their bjiieht ideas. At the same time wt
by S. 0. Yonng.
wish to impress upon the public the fact thai
Serenading of the town by Frank IT THE SIMPLE, TRWIAL INVENTIONS
'S
Cheney and company.
THAT YIELD FORTUNES,
Salute by, artillery at aunrise, Claib such as the "car.window" which can be easily slid uporiie Brimhall captain.
' and a thousand other little things that
Meeting at the bower and school
most
one can find a way of improving andthese simpler
house at 10 a., m. Meeting com- any
inventions arc the ones that bring largest returns to the
menced by choir singing, "Oh, Ye author. Try to think of something to invent.
IT IS NOT SQ HARD AS IT SEEMS.
Mountains High-taken out through us receive special notice in
Prayer by Chaplain C. Burnham. thePatents
"'National Recorder, published at Washington,
Singing by the ohoir, "Oh, Saints, D. C , which is theDest newspaper published in America
in the interests of inventors. We furnish year's subYe Seen," etc.
Have
scription to this journal, free of cost, toallc.tr clients.
J
We alio advertise, free of cost, the invention eich month
Oration by the orator of the day, J. which
wins our $150 prize, and hundreds of thousands
R, Young.
of copies of the "National Recorder," containing a
sketch of the winner, and a description of his invention,
Song by May and Jennie. Roberts.
will be scattered throughout the United States among
and manufacturers, thus bringing to their
Essay on Pioneer day by Mary S. capitalists
the invention.
attention the
All communications regarded strictly confidential.
Burnham.
Address
Song by Lena Brimhall.
JOHN WEDDERBURN & CO.,
Stump speech by Polk Pipkin.
Solicitors of American and Foreign Patents,
Song by Maria B. Winder.
618 P Street, N.W.,
Box 385.
Washington, D.C.
Select reading by May Oliphant
Writiorour
RfftriHettiitoreflhUfaftr.
CheInstrumental music by Frank
laiiifhltt.fREE.

j

BEASONABLE
From-

GENITO-URINAR-

"collar-button-

"nut-lock-

;

"bottle-stoppe-

J. H.. TRIPLETT.

MI3S.

San Juan Ave.

Jarmington, N.

Mi

H.S.WILLIAIIirSMM.DC. M.

i.

B. C. P.

&

8., London, England.
Queen'e.Unii entity, Canada

SPECIALTY
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat. Nerr
oua and Mental Diseases.

-

Office

Nowrcan Building.

r,

Durango

Colorado
--

"

THE-

COMMERCIAL
T.

HOTEL

F. BUItGESS, Ptop'r

merits-a-

4

S9-lt- f

The easiest riding machine
ered here.

made--

,

Will be sold

at factory prices deliv

Durango

EVERYTHING

FARMINGTON

una

m

Newton

Graf, Prop's

GENERAL AND MACHINE
Blacksmithing.

L--.

ty

The Monarch Bicycle
F. M. PIERCE.

Burn-ham'- s

"sauce-pan,- "

RATES.

Colorado

FIRST-CLAS-

S

Carriages, Buggies and Wagons Made and.
Repaired. Painting and Trimming.

Horseshoeing a Sp cialty

Read The Times.

A

FJlRMINOTON,

FOR $4,000.

A HOUSE

THE SAN JUAN TIMES.
NBW MEXICO.

COMMODIOUS
DWELLING
PLACE AT MODERATE COST.

The Owner of a House of Good Design
Confers a Very Substantial Benefit
There is a premium on the crisp and
Upon the Community In Which lie
tonclse in these days of too much readBesides.

ing matter.

There are many advertisers who believe that an ad is known by the company it keeps.

T MAY BE TRULY

said that the owner
who builds a house
of good design confers a substantial
benefit upon the
in
community
which he lives as
well as upon himself. Such a house
shines like a star,
lighting up the whole neighborhood,
inspiring confidence, stimulating industry, and often showing the way to
prosperity. Particularly does the light
shining from a new house disclose eligible building sites that were never
dreamed of before. The practical suggestion is that the owner should be the
holder of property in the immediate

Keeping track of the weather in this
now is enough

part of the country just
to make anybody sick.

The Central American republics propose to have at least one more good war
all around as a preliminary to forming
a peaceful federation.
George Washington may have been a
good man, but it must be remembered that he was the first to make
the Hessian fly in this country.

great and

According to the latest reports paper
hosiery is supplanting woven goods, artificial cloth is made of wood pulp and
wooden matches are made of leather.

e

stained glass in staircase window-housW. R. BOWMAN,
The First National Bankr
piped for gas.
light
Exterior colors: All clapboards,
Eatablfched 108t
brown; trim, water table, corner boards,
in capita(
Paid
$87000.00
posts
casings, cornices, bands, veranda
Surplus fund
16,000.00
and rails, dark seal brown; front door OFFICERS: A. P. Camp, President; John L.
finished with hard oil; all other outer
McNoU, V. P. ; Wm. P. Vails, Cashier.
Practices in all State, Territorial
doors and outside blinds painted a
dark seal brown; rain water conductors
arid" Federal Courts.
dark seal brown; gables dark buff with
dark seal brown panels; sashes dark for first class work;
buff; veranda floors dark brown; veran
natural color,
da ceiling varnished
GO TO
Farmington,
New Mexico.
panel work in first and second stories
dark seal brown for stiles and rails and
light brown for panels: side wall shinB.
gles buff; roof shingles, dark brown.
All shingles should be dipped In stain
before laying and have a good brush
coat applied after laying. Accommodations: The principal rooms and their
V. R. N. GREAVES,
sizes, closets, etc., are shown by the
Attorney at Law,
floor plans printed herewith; besides
these there are two rooms and a hall
Farmington, New Mexico.
finished in the attic, and there is a cel- He employs none but first class tailors
comThe
whole
house.
lar under the
to do his work.
bination of front and back stairs econhat
and
coat
a
space.
There is
omizes
Mail orders promptly attended to
closet In the hall and a closet containstairs.
main
BOX 553.
ing a wash basin under the
Durango, Colo.
Stationary tubs and sink in the kitchen
and a large pantry adjoining. The lobDR. A. ROSENTHAL,
THE DURANGO
by entrance to tho kitchen from the
back porch has a recess for an ice box.
By enclosing the balcony with netting Cornice and Sheet Metal Works
an open air resort is provided that wll!
be proof against mosquitoes and other
C. F. ARMSTRONG, Prop.
AND
insects. Special features: An attraca
enough
for
roomy
large
house,
tive
modest rich man and small enough for Galvanized Iron
AND
an ambitious poor man who Intends to
become rich. Co3t: Built as described,
Copper Cornices.
for all localities where prices for maPatent Iron Skylights. Tin Roofing.
terials and labor are about the same as
lT Mail ordors solicited.
those of New York, $3,300. Built with
brick walls in place of frame, $4,000.
New Mexico
Farmington,
3d door below Strater hotel,
Those who are interested in these arch DURANGO,
COLO.
itectural designs should compare the
estimates that are given with those
given for many other published deL. L. HENRY,
signs; invariably it will be found that
for designs of equal dimensions our estimates are considerably higher. The
explanation is that much of this kind
of work is done by tyros, who depend
on imitation for their designs and on
mere guess work for their estimates.

ATTOENEY AT LAW

-

GLASER,

Imporhhg

Tmor

PHYSICIAN

The trolley dirge, which has Just
fcand breaks out in the wildest, most
time, is like an ordinary dirge except
that the clang of the trolley car bell is
a part of it, and at one point the whole
band breaks out in the wildest, most
g
shriek, which suggests
deadly wheels cutting people to pieces.
IAs 108 persons have been killed and BOO
maimed by the Brooklyn trolley, this
is not inappropriate music.

SURGEON.

hlood-curdlln-

,....ndaWyMir)
ARCHITECTS

American school children have Just
as much spirit now as they had in the
old days, when they waited on the
British general in Boston to protest
against the petty annoyances from his
oldlers. The fakirs who tried to cheat
800 sohool children in New York with
a show that did not come up to the advertisement came to this conclusion
when they had to take refuge in the cellar and call for police protection.

y;

EXTERIOR VIEW,
neighborhood other than that on which
he builds. The vacant lots on both
sides of and across the way from the lot
on which he builds may be doubled or
trebled in value by his enterprise. The
increased value of lots adjoining an
Improvement often more than equals
the cost of improvement. By all fair
means try to keep the increased values
out of the hands of unenterprising peoHungarian papers are responsible ple who never make improvements.
for the statement that a woman in They are the least deserving of any
Zemplin was married for the twelfth members of a community. As land and
time the other day. The woman is hut 40 lot holders, if their numbers are con- years old, and last winter lost her eleventh husband, with whom she had
made a trip around the world. She will
celebrate the twenty-fift- h
anniversary
f her first wedding next fall at the
side of her twelfth partner in life; so
she hopes, at least, as she significantly
J m
125;,
expresses it.

ill.

&okiajg

W. T. Harris, United States commissioner of education, in a recent address
said that the bureau of education had
Iboen Inquiring
of
manufacturers
throughout the country what effect the
common schools had on wages of employes. The replies showed that the
common schopl course added an average of 25 per cent to the wages of common labor, that Is, simply productive
laborers who were not employed in
overseeing. The high school course added about 25 per cent more.

It is a wise merchant who learns
from the
to have his adver
tising in type, days, if not weeks, ahead
of the time he intends to use it. All
large city firms, especially in furniture,
clothing and Jewelry lines, have their
ads written, set up, and in proof from
a week to six months ahead. Thus tho
clothing house Is ready with a mackintosh ad on rainy days and an ulster
ad on blizzard days. This affords opportunity to revise and correct to a
point of perfection impossible in
ur

work.

ATTORNEY.

A

MONSTER

LOBSTER.

Alive When Cmituroci. This Creature
Krgartlud lis a Gold Mine.

THE
Is

New Mexico,

Aztec,

Shoib

Lcinb

The largest lobster In the world,
stuffed, varnished and Inserted in an
H. B.
elegant glass case, now belongs to W.
J. Ktlduff, steward of the St. Nicholas
TO
hotel in Boston, who expects to realize
a large fortune by placing the creature
COUNTY SURVEYOR
on exhibition. Mr. Kilduff Is thinking
AND
of capitalising this lobster in the form
CIVIL ENGINEER.
of a stock company. He has made a
and
rough calculation that there are
people in the United States eager
Mapping and platting of all kinds
to witness his lobster and pay one cent
each for the privilege, and this, Mr.
promptly done.
Kilduff figures, would bring in $700,000
New Mexico.
Farmington,
to the company, while the expense of
Through Pullman Sleepers
transporting the lobster in its glass
case would be small. But with proper
Without Change.
advertising Mr. Kilduff thinks these
people would be willing to pay 10 cents
each to see the lobster, thus bringing
the profits up to $7,000,000. He says
T. F, Burgess. Proprietor
he has been "approached" with many
flattering offers from dime museum
See that your tickets read via this line.
men. The lobster which has thus had
of the company will furnish
Agents
greatness thrust upon It, "belongs,"
time
on application.
tables
says Mr. Kilduff, "to the male gender."
He was caught at Provincetown, Mass.,
In August of last year and turned over
FIRST-CLASO. T. Nicholson, G. P. & T. A.,
EVERYTHING
to a taxidermist for permanent preTopeka,
Kansas.
servation.
When captured the lobster weighed
C. H. Morehouse, O. F. &T. A.,
to forty pounds. He
from thirty-fiv- e
1 Paso, Texas.
measured 40 inches in length when
O.
straightened out, and is now from 23 to
25 inches wide when measured from
& Pacific L
tip to tip like a bird. The right claw
is 15 inches long and 18 inches in circumference at the large end. Mounted
(Western Division)
in a stained white ash case, the lobster
is, says Its proud owner, most beautiCONNECTIONS.
1
ful to look upon, "clean and wholesome,
ALBUQUERQUE
A. T, & A. V. It. 11. for
pleasing to the eye and well worth 50 nil ...mis east and soul li.
cents or a dollar of any man's money ASH FORK Santa Fe, Prescott & Phoenli
railway for points In central and southern
to see." The lobster, he says, was alive
Aritona.
First class word done. . . .
HLAKE
Novada Southern railway lor Manvol
when captured.
ami connection with stnRo linos for underLeave orders at P. O. at Farmington,
mining

HAWKINS,

CHICAGO,

ST. LOUIS

KANSAS C'Y

yt 12:615:0:'

:i6:ojz'o:

ft Commercial

Hotel

Durango. - Colorado

J a'O'Widi.
1

V--

9

Pj'f

I

FIRST FLOOR,
slderable, they retard the growth of a
town or city more tha all other adverse influences put together. Following will be found a brief description of
the residence design illustrating this

article:

Size

of

structure:

Front

feet; depth 51 feet 6 Inches.
(width),
Height of story: Cellar, 7 feet; first
According to the St. Paul Dispatch story, 9 feet 6 inches; second story, 8
another effort is now being made to se- feet 10 inches; attic, 7 feet 6 Inches.
cure the pardon of the Younger broth- Material for exterior walls: Foundaers. These men invaded the state of tions, stone and brick first story;, clapMinnesota with a gang of bandits on a boards; second story, shingles; gable,
mission of robbery and murder. They shingles and panels; roof, shingles. Inaccomplished a murder at Northfleld, terior finish: Hard, white plaster
(but failed to carry off any booty. They
deserved hanging for the murder of
the bank cashier. Their good conduct
in prison Is no atonement for that
crime. Exact Justice and good examplo
J
IN
Tequlre that they serve out the term of
I
No
governor
imprisonment.
can
their
pardon them without subjecting himself to severe and deserved criticism.
34

rT

PHELPS,

L

BOOT0SHOE

j

Y

SEVEN WOMEN

hilt und

districts north.

points.

'

-

BARSTOW Southern California railway for
Los Angeles, San Diego and other California

OF NOTE.

The GRAND

Southern Pacific Company for
k
Hottentot widow of the MOJAVB
The
Sun Francisco, Sacramento
and othor
late earl of Stamford Is still living. The Northern Cnlifornlnn points.
present earl has married an English
girl.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars.
Miss Susane Adams Is the name of
F. B. ALLEN, Proprietor.
Bleeping car paasengert between Ban Franan American girl who nas Just made a cisco,
Los Angeles or Sail Diego and Chicasuccessful debut at the Grand opera-hous- go do not have to change ears.
New Mexico,
Farmington,
Paris.
Room
Bed.
BkIRmiiV.
Sarah Bernhardt Is writing a book The Atlantic & Pacific Railroad,
of her own life. If she tells all she
Good Rigs and Saddle Horses constant12;6"XI2.'6; fF"i
i2'.6'xT5'.0'
knows there will he mighty Interesting
The Great Middle Route across tho American
ly on hand.
reading in the volume.
Continent in connection with tho railwuys of
and Stile Stable and Corral in conFeed
Mmc. Dessln, who died at Calais, tho
nection.
"Santa Fe Route."
6.0 no jjji
France, recently, was famous as the
landlady of the Hotel Dessln, where Liberal Management,
Superior Facilities,
Lawrence Sterne wrote his "SentimentSAM J. HOOD,
Picturesque Scenery,
Journey."
al
IzS
Eccl Room
Excellent
Accommodation.
Hod ftocm.
Mmc. Muhling, who has translated
many French dramas Into German,
Manufacturer of
The Grand Canou of tho Colorado, tho most
celebrated the 100th anniversary of her sublime of ntture's work on tho oarth,
and
Dealorj in
)
easily bo roacliod via Flagstaff,
birth in Berlin on April 15. She is still Williams can
or
Beach
Springs,
on
To
this
road.
hale and hearty.
jan .rreyHj
the Natural Bridge of Arizona and Montezuma's
'Kg
Miss Lillian Russell keeps, It Is said, Well yon can journey most directly by this lino.
Rough and jirespl Lumber.
V.
.',
ancient Indian civilization of
a dish of boiled carrots on her dressing Observeor tho
sS.O'Wid.
of Acomn, "Tho City of tho Sky." Vistable, which she eats instead of candy. it the potritlod forest near Carrizo. Seo and Shingles,
and
marvol at tlio freak of Canon Diablo. Tako a
She does this for the benefit of her combunting trip in the magnificent pino forests of
plexion.
Efox material.
SECOND FLOOR,
the San Francisco mountains,
Find interest in
U
ruins of tho prehistoric Cave and Cliff
Fru Marie Harder, a Danish lady, has the
throughout; plaster cornices and cenDwell) ra. View tho longest cuntilovor bridgo
miles East of Dunine
a
yard
and
Mills
volume
called
published
"Yule
Star."
dining-rooColorado
parlor,
U America across tho
sitting and
ters in hall,
river.
is
nothing
there
wonderful,
this
In
3.
but
box 120,
C.
H.
address,
P.
O.
8PEBRS,
BYRNE,
J.
rango.
oak trim In hall and dining-room- ;
(ieneral I'ass. Agt..
AHKt.Uen.I'ass.Agt
publication becomes somewhat InGeorgia pine trim in second the
Han Pranclsco.Cal.
Los Angeles. Cal.
Colo.
Durango,
teresting when one hears that It is her
story, white pine in remainder of house; debut, and that Fru Harder is 70 years II. s. van SLY OK, Qen'l Agt.,
Albuquerque, N. M.
main stairs oak; mantels to cost $80; old.

1

J

A good deal of Interest was excited
among lawyers, doctors and druggists
not long ago by a lawsuit in England
to restrain an apothecary from selling
a compound bearing one of the best
known names of "Food for Infants,"
with a notice printed on the wrapper
to the effect that somebody else's food
lor Infants was better. Tho Justice declined to grant any injunction, and dismissed the suit on the ground that the
defendant had not committed any
wrong in using the plaintiff's wrappers
as a vehicle for praising his own or
other wares so long as the addition to
the wrapper contained no direct disparagement of the compound which tho
The case was
plaintiff manufactured.
taken to the court of appeal, in which a
decision has now been rendered reversing the action and ordering a new

Santa Fe Route.

coal-blac-

LIVEEY STABLE.

j

e,

xuuissr
nP6:oVl4;Ftoi

La-pu-

Lath
Fruit

TARM

AND

MATTERS

OF

GARDEN.
INTEREST

TO

AGRICULTURISTS.
Some
Hints A boot Cultivation of the Soil and Yield! Thereof

Horticulture,

Yittculturo and

FLORIDA PAPER
devoted to fruit
growing says:
It is possible that
in a few years the
people
American
will be feeding on
banana flour, as
they now do on the
flour of the wheat,
rye and maize. It
is claimed that the
flour will keep as
long as wheat flour, and is as nutritious
as meat. Also that the banana is forty-fotimes as productive as the potato,
and that an area which would grow
enough wheat to support one man,
would produce bananas enough to support 133 men.
It was the opinion of Alexander von
Humboldt, after estimating the capabilities of the banana, that a single section
produce
of Central America could
enough to feed the world. The meal or
flour is made from the unripe banana,
and the cheapness and plentifulness of
the commodity, when once the industry
is established, will most certainly be
of interest to the poor, for this will in
turn lower the price of the loaf. The
manufacture of a banana sausage is said
to be perfectly feasible. In this case the
ripe banana is used and charged with
condensed milk, and then put up in
tins. Already some of the largest canning factories have begun to make this
a feature of their business. The sausage
is even more nutritious than the meal,
and is so easily transportable that on
a campaign it will be almost invalu
able.
It has also been learned, without a
doubt, that the banana meal can be
used most successfully and economical
ly in manufacture of beer.
So much for the fruit of the banana
It has lately been discovered that the
skin of the fruit is also valuable. First
of all, it gives a beautiful fiber, from
which a durable and fine cloth can be
manufactured.
The juice of the skin
also gives an indelible ink, and can be
fermented into good vinegar. In fact, it
rivals the cocoanut as being "the most
useful tree to man."
If the "everlasting imported banana'
can be converted into bread, sausages
and beer, it will come into competition
with the products of the great and pow
erful states of the north and west,
which are able to stand the rivalry,
while at the same time it will be with
drawn from competition with the other
by
fruits of Florida
of
reason
the very small area to which it can be
adapted.
There is still plenty of suitable land,
however, and the man who feels like
investing and engaging in banana cul
ture, "has money in the bank," for a
great company has already been established, and is now in working order, to
develop the banana industry in Florida.
Every banana raised in Florida now
finds a ready market, for It can all
be used, meat, skin, juice and fiber, and
the
man can sight profit
ahead.
ur
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The following from a gentleman who
allowed his hogs to follow cattle fed on
cotton seed is worthy of attention:
My opinion about feeding cotton
seed to hogs is just this much: I would
not haul it from the depot, as I am satisfied that It would kill more hogs than
it would fatten. It will not do to have
hogs follow them (referring to cattle
fed on cotton seed meal), for I had to
take my hogs away from my cattle.
Since then they have stopped dying. I
had hogs in three different yards and
only lost those that were running after
the cattle, and they died pretty fast
when they commenced. The hogs would
seem all right, and just drop down
dead; look thrifty, while occasionally
you would notice a few that would look
hollow and gaunt for about a day, and
the next day they would be dead. I
was induced to try it (cotton seed meal)
with the above results, and if I had
not stopped feeding it I soon would
have run out of hogs. Farm
and
Dairy.
White and Yellow Corn.
Whether the yield of corn is affected
by color, and whether the white or the
yellow varieties produce the greater
yield, has always been a matter of dispute. In order to secure definite information in regard to this the Mississippi
experiment station has made 138 tests
with 45 varieties of dent corn. As a result of this work the 75 tests with 25
white varieties have given an average
yield of 43 bushels per acre, while the
63 tests with 20 yellow varieties have
given an average of only 38,2 bushels
per acre. These total averages coincide
very closely with the partial results
published in several of the annual re
ports, and which were as follows: In
1890 the yield of 17 white varieties was
44.6 bushels per acre, while 15 yellow
varieties gave 37.1 bushels. In 1891, 25
white varieties yielded 37.5 bushels,
while 18 yellow varieties yielded 34.9
bushels per acre. In 1892 the yield of
11 white varieties was 45.2 bushels,
while the same
number of yel
low varieties gave only 40.5 bushels per acre. In 1893 and 1894 the tests
were continued with 22 white varieties
yielding 42.7 bushels, and 19 yellow va
rieties yielding 39.1 bushels per acre
During each year of this work the two
varieties giving the heaviest yields
were both white, though not always the
same varieties.
These results have been so uniform,
and have indicated so strongly that the
better yield can usually be secured from
the white varieties, that the published
records of similar vork done at other
stations have been examined very care
fully, and have been found to corres
pond very closely with the results se
cured at this station.
These figures show that in a total of
1,267 tests with 490 varieties, the average yield of 217 white varieties has
been 2.5 bushels per acre in excess of
the yield of 273 yellow varieties; and
that at only one of the seven stations
making these tests have the yellow va
rieties given the better average yield. At
six of the seven stations some one white
variety has given the best yield, and of
the thirty-fiv- e
varieties named as giving the best yields at the different stations, twenty-fou- r
are white and only
seven are yellow.
Such an agreement in results over
such a wide area, and secured by such
a large number of careful tests, can
not be accidental, but shows very plain
ly that it is usually possible to secure
greater yields from white than from
yellow varieties,

Apple-Tre- e
Lice (Aphis Mall Fabr.)
Prof. James Troon hnrtipiiitnHct o
Perdue University, writes: This little
insect has appeared in sucfi numbers in
our apple orchards as to attract the
attention of fruit growers from all over
the state. In fact inquiries were received during the winter concerning
tne eggs wnicn were found in unusual
abundance on the branches. Since the
warm weather beean th pro inrmlrips
have become so numerous that it seems
best to publish a brief account of the
insect and means of combating-it- .
The little shiny black eggs, mentioned above, are deposited by the female louse on the twigs and smaller
branches of the apple trees in the aut
umn. About the time the buds be:in
to expand in the spring, these eggs
hatch into very small light green lice,
which immediately insert their tinv
beaks into the young and tender leaves
ana commence sucking their juices.
ine Droods hatched at this time are all
females, which mature sufficiently in
ten or twelve days to enable them to
begin the process of reproduction,
which, contrary to the general rule,
they are able to do without the pres
ence or the male, and the slow process
of egg laying is avoided, as the young
which are nroduced dnrincr the summer
are hatched within the mother. The
process of throwing off these summer
broods continues until fall, when a
brood of true males and fpmales is nro
duced, from which comes the stock of
eggs lor the next seasons supply.

Absolutely Pore

Remedies: The many inquiries received concerning this insect have developed the fact that people are not
generally acquainted with the manner in which it takes its food. Like
all members of this family, instead of
having well developed jaws for biting
and chewing, its mouth parts are developed into a beak, which is adapted
for sucking. It will be seen therefore
that the arsenites will have but little
value in fighting this pest, as it takes
its food from the inner tissues of the
plant. It will therefore he necessary
to apply some substance which kills by
contact: and the kerosene emulsion is
as effective a3 any substance which
can be used. This is made by dissolving one-ha- lf
pound of hard soap in one
gallon of hot water, after which add
one gallon of kerosene or coal-o- il
and
mix thoroughly, by forcing the mixture back into the same vessel by
means of a spraying pump, until it becomes a thick creamy mass.
Dilute
this with ten times its bulk of water before applying it to the trees.
These insects also have their natural
enemies, which aid very materially in
their destruction. Among these are the
several species of Lady-bir- d
beetles,
which are unusually plentiful this season. They should not be destroyed, as
they are among the horticulturists' best
friend3.

A Washington Romanoe.
Miss Anna Qonld'i and the Count do

"Oh, no, there ain't any favorites In this
family," soliloquized J oh mi v; "oh no! If I
bite my finger nails I catch It over tha
knuckles. But the baby can cut his whola
foot, and they think It's clever."

not the only interesting interna-ttouu- !
marriage that Is on the cards. The
Arena, Spanish minister to Mexico
" mi..uiiif,iuu( iinu nmnv miu
iriple whose memory goes back twenty
vears
wondered if he had como to see a certain
lady to whom lie had been engaged long
years ago and who was still single. A father with no fancy for an alien
had Interfered In those days when the duke
was no duke at all, but merely a young attache, He had not forgotteu his first love,
though, and when he came buck like n loval
gentleman to ask for her no doeeut father
could have refused liliu. and so the engagement has been renewed and an early marriage will follow. Is not that a beautiful
contrast to the usual International match?
lloston Transcript's Washington Letter.
Is.
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A recent sufferer says he does not bellevo
any great deed was ever accomplished by a
man with a cold in his head.
For whooping cough. I'lso's Cure la a
successful remedy. M. I. Dieter, (17 Throop.
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y Nov. 14, 1894.

Ben Potter We had a meeting of the directors of our company last night. Mra.
Potter What was tin limit'

The Strongest Men Grow Weak
Sometimes. The short cut to renewed vigor
IS taken by those sensible enough to use
Hosteller's Stomach Bitters systematically.
It
Impaired digestion, enables
the system to assimilate food, and combines
the qualities of a line medicinal stimulant
with those of a sovereign preventive remedy.
Mil iii
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"Hanson's Magie Corn Salve."

Warranted to cure or money refunded. Ask
for It- - Price IS cent.

Denver Directory.
Headquarter!
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i
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nervous and kidney complaints are cured
and averted by it.
Time may be money, but most men will
stand at a street corner for an hour waiting
for a 'bua or u car rather than pay for a
cab.
If the Ilaby is Cutting Teeth.

Mm

o not ba dooolre l by

ill

able ftclltlom prlC3, suol at
t.vieum tin iu):n (or 119, I M steel
horn, duublj cluatia, cosrboy-saddl- o
tor 115, bat batora purchasing, and for my niw illustrated and descriptive catalogue
trea. ami sea what too an
fleering-- , and If goods oro not as represented, yon
cr.n lelurn same at my expense. 1 use the bait
oik
tunned leather and employ only nrsl class tors.

sure and use that old and
remedy, Mas.
Wixblow's Sootiuko STTP for Children Tcctliing- -

mK0'

We love the body for the soul's sak". but
never the soul for the sake of the body.
Next to a beau there Is nothing a girl Is
prouder of than bossing n St. Bernard dog.
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great
in prices
harness. They
cost you not h in or
exa mluation.
Best
2U single buggy harness in Colorado for
m, 115 single buggy
harness for 18.50: a
ulckel
or rubber
trimmed 130 double
concord harnoss with
trcoch
11
steel horn stock saddle for CJO: t30 stocl
horn stock saddlo,
double cincha for W5.
Do not be deceived by
worthless imitations,
but Bend your order
direct to us and get
tho beat genuine oak
tanned harness for
examination
before
Haying
for sanio.
uitaloguo froe. All
goods stumped,

Foul breath is a
discourager of affection. It is always an indication
of poor health
ow's.
bad digestion. To
According to the Minnesota station,
1) a d
digestion is
grasses and clovers sown In that state
traceable almost all
in the spring with a small grain crop
human ills. It is
should have a hard,
seedthe starting point
bed. If the soil be wet and heavy, harot many very serrowing should be very light, but if the
ious maladies.
land be dry it may be thorough. PerUpon the healthy
manent meadows are not considered as
of the diges- action
profitable as short rotations of meadtive nrratis llii
ows and cultivated crops. For wet
lands a mixture of red top and alsyke blood depends for its richness and purity.
digestion stops, poisonous matter acVr-- d
clover is recommended.
The latter If
Mueller,
cumulates
and is forced into tire blood
I.nrlmer street, Denver, Colo.
makes a good growth in the first few
is no place else for it to go.
there
years, while several year3 are reE. E. BURLINGAME'S
The bad breath is a danger signal.
quired for the best results from redtop.
Look out for it! If you have it, or
For this reason redtop does not find a any other symptom of indigestion,
place in short rotations. The cost of take a bottle or two of
And Chemical Laboratory,
Dr. Pierce's
LEntab:tied IBM.
orchard grass seed, from $3 to 5 for Golden Medical Discovery.
will
It
JEWELERS
AND niOTOGUAPHEUS,
the three bushels necessary to an acre, straighten out the trouble, make your aend
your sweeps and waste containing gold
practically excludes this grass from a blood pure and healthy and full of nu- and silver
for treatment. I'ruinpt return'?
short rotation. Timothy fits into rota- triment for the tissues.
and highest cash price paid for gold and silver bullion. Address f730 and 1738 Lawtion well, but alone it serves for only
rence Street, Denver. Colorado.
a few years in a permanent pasture or
meadow. Blue grass in Minnesota S SURE CURE FOR PILES DATCUTC Obtained in all countries. II. 8,
I H I CH I 0 Hailcy, 66a Equitable llldg., Denver
Itching Piles known by moisture like perspiration, cause
grows too short for meadows. In choositching whon warm. This form ana blind, llleea-ming a field for a permanent meadow, it intense
or Protruding Piles yield at once to
j Cures FcmnleWeakneas of any kind 30
is well to avoid dry, sandy or gravelly
DR.
PILE REMEDY,
Liuuuouer uk.iu.su Arapahoe at. Denver
which sets directly on parts affected, absorbs tumor: alsoil.
leys itching, effecting a permanent enro.
Price Poo,
Hepnlrs of MINING--, PRINTING
or mail. Or. Uottnnko, l'tillado.., raw MACHINIST
At tha Michigan station recently
etc pine threading and cutting,
Freight
elevators.
Nock A Oarsldo, Uls-1lsth st.
seeded meadows yielded more hay than
. A. V. Ouuver.
Vol. XIL No. (JOg-lithose which had been in grass and pasBOUGHT AND
When writing to advertisers, please say
ADY. 1620 10th
years. The
tured for about twenty-fiv- e
you saw the advertisement In this paper
following plants were sown alone: that
Meadow fescue, meadow foxtail, tall
oat grass, redtop, June grass (blue
A A A. A, A A
grass), orchard grass, alfalfa, agropy-ru-- BYtenerum, fowl meadow grass, taller meadow fescue, timothy red clover
May Manton
and mammoth clover. Meadow fescue
and perennial rye grass were sown to35 Cent Patterns) for 10 Cent. When the Conpon Helow I Bent. Also One
Cent Additional for Postage
gether. The yields made by these two
were compared with the hay from a
mixture of timothy, tall oat grass, orchard grass, red clover, mammoth
clover, and agropyrum tenerum. The
mixture afforded by far the largest
crop.
The Massachusetts station condemns
the seeding down of grasses in the
spring in Massachusetts. On the other
hand, in Kansas it has been found best
to seed in the spring, not earlier than
April 15. On the Kansas station farm a
mixture of orchard gras3 (2 bushels
per acre), and red clover (3 quarts), has
proven more satisfactory than any
other combination.
Treatment of Meadows.
A number of the experiment stations
arc discussing the treatment of mead-

Ml
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Setting Out Strawberries.
Bulletin No. 20 of the Maine Experiment Station says:
A warm, rather
moist sandy loam is usually preferred
in growing this fruit, but in general
any soil that will raise a good crop of
corn will raise good strawberries. I
would not be understood as encouraging neglect in any way, but the minute directions sometimes given for preparing the soil and for planting are
misleading and are enough to discourage any novice from attempting to
grow fruit.
Thorough drainage, either natural or
artificial, is absolutely essential, and
thoroughness in the preparation of the
soil is of prime importance, but the
excessive applications of manure and
the hand labor frequently advised are
unnecessary. It is well to grow some
hoed crop as corn or potatoes on the
land for one or two years before setting the plants, as in this way there is
less danger from attacks of the "white
grub."
The month of May is, perhaps, the
best time for setting strawberry plant3
in this latitude, though good results
often follow fall setting. Two very important considerations in setting the
plants are that the crowns be just
even with the surface of the earth and
that the soil is pressed firmly about
the roots. These points cannot be too
strongly emphasized, for to their disregard may be traced more than half
the failures in starting new plantings.
For general field culture the "matted
row" system is probably best.
The
rows should be as long as convenient,
that most of the labor of cultivating
may be performed with a horse. The
plants should be set eighteen inches
apart in rows which are about four
feet apart. Thus placed, a little more
man seven tnousanu plants will be required for an acre. During the first
season thorough culture should be
practiced. It is also well to keep the
runners cut back till the parent plants
are strong and well developed.
Winter protection of the plants is
always advisable. The value of such
treatment is two fold: Not only are
the plants protected from injury, but
the fruit is kept clean and bright. Tho
best material for the purpose is coarse
meadow hay cut before the seeds have
ripened.
Cotton Seed for Hogg.
In our last issue we cautioned feeders against feeding cotton
seed to
hoes until more was learned about it.

Sow More Clover.
Few farmers sow clover, and many
of those who do, greatly err in their
mode of management.
In the first
place they fail to sow as much seed as is
necessary to insure the best improve
ment; for if the ground is not occupied
with clover, weeds will fill the space, to
the injury of what clover there is. An
other error is in pasturing the clover
too early and too constantly; for if the
tops of the plants are not allowed to
develop the roots, from which much of
the improvement in the soil is derived

are correspondingly checked. No stock
should be turned upon clover until it

is in bloom; when the first crop is eaten
down the animals should be changed
to other pastures; or, if the first crop
is cut for hay, the second crop should
be saved for seed and the improvement
of the soil. The second crop of the season furnishes much more and better
seed than the first. When it is Intend
ed to save the seed, the first crop may
be either mowed or pastured down. If
pastured, the more speedily it is eaten
down and the stock turned off the better, so that the growth of the second
crop may be vigorous
and uniform
over the entire piece of ground. Ex
Rotation of Crops.
Rotation of crocs is indisoensable to
good farming. To maintain the fertil
ity of the soil clover or some other
green crop should enter tho rotation an
often as once in four vears. In a cor
rect system of rotation of crops barley,
oats, wheat, rye. should not immortiptn
ly succeed one another. A crop of corn,
potatoes, beans, clover or erass should
intervene.
Crops should succeed one
another that draw as much as possible
their sustenance from sources as widely
different as possible, and the cultivation should be different, also, to pro
duce tho greatest benefit.
A great
fault with our farmint? is that
same kind of crop is raised too long
on the same ground. One year, or at
most two, is as long as a piece of ground
siiould be sown to the came kind of
crop. Change to a crop' as different D
its nature as possible; then give pe
nods of rest hv sowinc tho ot.isk
clover, etc., and our farms will never
degenerate.
Tho intelligent farmer
will take heed and be sure to keep 1
soil in ennri nnlrits Ho will not rnh
of its most valuable ingredients, but
will study how he may best preserve

tnem.isx.
A drlviner
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Suppress Filled Cheese.
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Latest: Styles

Never were

the dairymen of the country more alive
to the necessity of decisive action on
tho subject of filled cheese than now.
From every cheese district in the country Is heard the Macedonian cry for
succor, and judging by the bills now

before many of the legislatures, an effective damper will be put on the illegitimate sale of such goods. No reasonable man can complain of tho manufacture of skim cheese, so long as it is sold
for what it really is; the crime consists
in supplying the place of the natural
fat with a foreign article and then making the product masquerade as full
cream goods, and attempting to palm it
oft on the consuming public as the genuine article, thus robbing the buyer
and injuring the sale of pure goods.
American Cheesemaker.
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five slios; vis: 32, .., So, S3 and 40 Inches bust
Sltlrt; live slues, vU: 22, 21, 80, 2K and 31) Inches waist
jjisser costume; four sites, viz: 0, s, 10 and 13 years.
live laes, vis: Si, It, 30, 33 and to Inches bust
Skirt; live sizes, vi; 22, 4, so, 28 and 30 Inches waist

measure.
moaiure.
measure.
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(llil's waist; three sties, vis: It, it, and It years
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moasure.
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COITON sent with an order for one or any of the above 35 cent patterns is credited
as S5 cents on each pattern ordered, making
each pattern cost only 10
One cent extra for postage for each pattern. Give number of Inches waist measure
for
skirts and number of Inches bust measure for waist. Address,

rein.

COUPON PATTERN COMPANY,
took

Box 747.
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The Las Vegas Optic lias published
an exceedingly fine article on the climate, industrial, agricultural and scenic advantages of tiieir section and
town. It is entitled "Laud of Innumerable Attractions." This admirable
effort of this progressive journal will
be attended by success. It will attract
attention and that means visitors, settlers, incroaaed population, money.
This exanplo should be imitated. It
should become a rule with us all.
The Wilson tariff bill would flood
the country with European goods, so
it has been proplieeied. It is however
a fact that imports have actually fallen off since the period of the McKi-lelaw. Tke report of imparts for
the Ilrst eleven months of the fiscal
year beginning June 30 show a decrease of ?100,000,000 from the corresponding period of the first year of the
McKinley law, $85,000,000, econd year
and gS5,000,000 from the year ending
June '93. The McKinley bill was in
force during this period. The Wilson
bill was not passed until August. The
panic immediately succeeded. In meat
and dairy products, the import is less
than it was in the greatest year of the
McKinley period. Farmers and
of the country may be interested to know that the number of eggs
brought into the country last year was
considerably less than in any year ot
the McKinley period. The animal import shows an equally large falling off
under the Wilson law.
y
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6UGAK BEETS.
The Times has been the recipient of
several letters, inquiring a to the
probabilities of the beet growers industry being a success in this district if
inaugurated. It is certainly difficult
to answer letters of that nature thoroughly; but we think that a satisfactory reply can bo evolved from the
sources at hand.
The subject is one that wfll affect
our local farmers, is one that we all
feci an interest in.: on account, first, of
the magnitude of tho sugar industry,
and then of the probability of implanting that industry on our own soil.
If it be shown and if experiments
prove that the beet flourishes in this
irrigation district, then of course the
result should be the deliberate attention ofour citizens to this branch of
agriculture as a profit producing and
financial aid to our resources.
It is asserted that there can be practically no limit to the use of the sugar
beet; the market for sugar being comparatively unlimited. Other products
may require close culture and only
exercise a confined area, but the beet
could occupy a great space of irrigated lands, in fact all lands that can be
irrigated. The results of experiments
in seven western states; Colorado, Nevada, Montana, New Mexico, Oregon,
Washington and Wyoming are at hand
Of these Now Mexioo shows up equal
in an average sugar percentage, and
yield per acre te any. We except California, where the industry at China,
the principal producing locality is of
long standing
anu famous, the
yield
high.
very
It is said
that good corn land, and a good
loam
sandy
grow
will
the
beet such as we have here. The beet
requires much cultivation and care.
This has been probably an objection
against it so far in this country. It 'is,
however, a matter of experience in
this as in any other branch of farming.
In the experiments before
the sugar percentage in the
New Mexican grown beets was 13.8
and the average yield per aerc 15.6
tons. The average price paid the producer is about $5 per ton, this being
held to be reasonably profitable.
Here we have a large water supply
that would enable us to regulate our
beel crop with a degree of certainty
not obtainable in less favored parts.
We are also informed that the beet has
been grown here by several local
ranchmen and most successfully, too.
The U. S. department of agriculture
makes experiments testing the qualities of beets grown in any district. It
would be easy to test the beet here
Should further proofs be
farther.
given of the successful growth and
there soems no doubt but that such
proofs are easily obtainable and when
the peculiarly extensive facilities for
Its growth here are considered, then
the beet culture and the sugar industry will be a great feature in our loeal
industries. The sucar beet, with its
factories, has elsewhere developed
large districts and built up prosperous
towns ana that in countries with not
half the water supply, and with no
ncner son, man is jusuy claimed as
the inheritance of San Juan county,
New Mexico.
men-tioue- d,

The editors of Missouri who met in
convention on the silver question at
Sedalia, Mo., organized for work In
the cause of silver. The addresB states
that being in touch with the masses of
the people of Missouri, the editor- are
s
of
aware of the fact that
coinage
at
the
free
people
favor
tho
ratio of 16 to 1 and are irrevocably
against the gold standard. The evils
of gold monometallism are fully set
forth in the address. The resolutions
conclude with a pledge to oppose every effort, no matter from what source
to commit Democracy to gold and for
a third timo pledge tho Democrats to
tight unfalteringly for free and unlimited coinage of silver nnd gold at 16 to
1. Tho editors of tho Now Mexico
press will mostly be at Albuquerqe in
September next at the fair and irrigation congress. The supporters of silver amongst them should organize for
the coming struggle. They would
work in harmony. There would be
even more of the esprit do corps than
now exists. They would be in line
BOOM VS. NATURAL OUOWTH.
t'.r tho skrimi6hiug and battles of the
The observant visitor to our county,
silver campaign.
a visitor especially from parts where a
The Durango people in the fruit more advancsd state prevails, a denser
nelHng business are complaining bit- population, the result of old time setterly that upples are being shipped tlement or the presence of capital
from here, green, small, brubed and would exclaim, and naturally so, that
o the signs of prosperity he would see
in any shape but the right, one.
everywhere on his journey were the
sufferare
producers
conscientious
our
ing, and so are the sellers who have reault of the extraordinary, if frebrought about tho present state of the quently evanescent, power of artifimaiket. Apples are down to nothing, cial means that had combined to boom
Just now, except the best that aro the district and brought it up to its
token carefully sorted into market by present high grade of cultivation and
a few of our growers. The necessity wealth.
That this impression would be Incorfor strictly grading fruit is of course
well known. To suit tho market, to rect, though excusable in a stranger,
secure fair prices and to g:in the name we all know.
The tide of civilization that has
far honesty nnd uprifrht deling, the
fruit must be sorted. There i.ro classes crept down our valleys, built towns,
of fruit like every other product, like surrounded them with orchards, fields
every other clam of goods there are of produce and comfortable homegood, indifferent and bad. Wo should steads haa not been the work of the
blame a storekeeper who b 1I us a line railway or the rich irrigation comand pany. The men who first came in
goodo which we bought as
took, relying on his word, and discov- here and fought as pioneers against
ered to be made up of rotten material, dangers of tho frontier region, can ator material anything but, what it test to the fact that natural advantages
ought to be. We'd look upon him with assisted by brain and muscle, have
suspicion and not deal wit him. Hence cleared the way for the stream of popour fruit dealers, whose fruit is found ulation that set in within the last few
reliable, can sell at a price, their box- years. We all know that in San Juan
for her fruit, and
es aro referred to as reliable when county, famous
as the garden of fertility, has
quoted
for
suffer
they
yet
and
in,
are
orders
forged ahead slowly but surely, in
tho faults of the few. There is plenty
of every set back, every opposispite
fruit:let us sustain our ieputaof
from oatBide districts who by
tion
carefully
lion by sending our produce
very
opposition acknowledged a
their
the
command
orted, We can always
Buocossful
rival.
it
suioldal
best prices if we wish. It
Other places have been made the
policy to do aught that tends to injure
ot the powerful corporations, tho
pets
buyers.
fruit
the
our interests with
-

nine-tenth-

b-- st,

-

railways, the irrigation

companies,

only to fail to equal as factors in the

production of materials for the markets of the west, this northern county
of New Mexico.
Grand Junotion, Montezuma valley,
Gunnison country, opened up by railways, operated by capital, fall below
us where the slow but sure growth of a
permanent prosperity is concerned,
where the quality of fruit is in question. Many a black eye has our country received from jealous competitors,
in time gone by.
What is the cause for this increase
in material wealth, where even advertising has been strangely neglected?
We assign that cause to the exceptional advantages of olimate, soil and water, The prime forces of uature essential to the highest success of agricultural attainments are here in their
most perfect form.
Our orchards make rapid and extraordinary growth. They have the ingredients in the earth and air requisite to insure this healthy increase.
There is a superabundance of water.
Here, then, we have natural advantages prevailing over boom advantages. Here we have a robust growth,
without inflation, a substantial progress, real, permanent, a country attracting population solely toy reason
of its untold resources, and its perfeot
climate.

Big Discount

For Cash
On

Ms;

Dr?

For

Bonis and

-

-

Ste

the Next 60 Days to Make Room for Spring Stock.

STAPLE AND FANCY GROCERIES

At Very

!Low lories.

Call and Be Convinced.
Farmington, N. M,

Williams & Cooper,
W. S.

Advertise our Country.
We are glad to see that our suggestions to our friends in Arizona and New
Mexico to advertise their Territories
more extensively seem to be bearing
fruit, and that the papers of the two
Territories are all joining together
with great unanimity to proclaim the
the advantages of their respective
locations.
There seems to fee an idea sometimes
that all that is neoessary to do is to
publish facts about a location once,
and that will suffice for all time' to
come. But advertising, to be effective,
FARMINGTON
must be continuous, whether it is a
baking powder or patent medicine or
a state and territory. Each advertisement only reaches a limited number
of persons. Each advertisement, however, always reaches persons who were
never reached before. Then it is necessary to keep hammering at fie same
persons until they become convinced
that there must be some merit in the
thing or place advertised, and being
to investigate what that merit is.
The present and next year aro going
to be epochs of great migration of
people west. There will be thousands
of home seekers in the Mississippi
valley who will turn their faces towards
the Pacific; and in the adjoining Terri
tories are wise, they will urge them to
stop in Arizona and New Mexico and
take up homes there.
Experience has shown that an irrigated country can support a large
population, and there is no reason why
there should not be at least a million in First-Clas- s
Inhabitants in the two Territories
within the next few years. Los
Angeles Express.

MITCHELL,

Manufacturer of and Dealer in

Ban Juan Lime
F. M. Pierck, Agent.
:

:

:

:

:

:

NEW MEXICO

:

A. Gambill,

-

BiACKSMIITH
Farmington, N. M.

GENERAL BLACKSMITHING
AND WAGON REPAIRING

Horseshoeing a Specialty.
A!! Kinds of Farm Machinery Repaired

WON'T STOP TOBACCO.
How to Cure Yourself While Using It.
The tobacco habit grows on a man

until his nervous system is seriously
affected, impairing health, comfort
and happiness. To quit suddenly is
too severe a shock to the system, as
tobacco to an invetorate user becomes
a stemulant that his system continually craves. Baco-Curis a scientific
o

cure for the tobaceo habit, in all its
forma, carefully compounded after
the formula of an eminent Berlin
physician who has used it in bis private prae ice since 1872, without a
failure, purelv vegetable and guaranteed perfectly harmless. You can
use all the tobacco you want while
o;
it will notify you
taking
stop.
We
to
give a written
when
guarantee to permanently cure any
oase with three boxes or refund the
money with 10 per cent interest.
o
is not a substitute but a
scientific cure that cures without tbe
aid of will power and with no inconvenience. It leaves the system as
pure and free from nicotine as the day
you took your first chew or smoke.
Sold by all druggists with our ironclad guarantee, at $1 per box, three
boxes (30 days treatment) $2.50, or
sent direct upon receipt of price. Send
six 2 cent stamps for sample box,
booklet and proofs free. Eureka
Cbemical & Manufacturing Company, Manufacturing
Chemists, La
fl!3m6
Cross". Wis.

Shape.

H

F R. GRAHAM H

.A.

R The Hardware Dealer.

A
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D

D

Sells Goods Cheaper

than Anybody Else fur Cash.

DEERING MOWERS AND BINDERS.
Took

Xwo-lhird- s

World's Kalr Premiums.

W Moline Steel Plows

W

And Cultivators. A
A
R
R
E Durango, Colo. E
OPPOSITE POSTOPFICE

Baco-Cur-

inchelster
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ShotGuns
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and

Best

Ammunition,

in

the World.
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Scott N. Morris arrived homo Thnrs
day last.

SAN JUAN TIMES

ill

all 1iv.( U(IH'.
nlw. . nw Mil
Mrs. E. R. Bizer or Mary Sizer the
Q. H. Currie and Clint Rnwiimtn lady traveling around
the country, is
FRIDAY, AUGUST 2, 1895.
from Fruitland visited us Wednesday. my wile and the mother of mv child
ren and I hope all will treat ber with
The Rev.Howard arrived at Dumuio
LATEST LOCAL NEWS,
kindness
and respect, as I suppose she
Tuesday and will reach his home to
considers
that she is doing her duty
morrow.
as a wife and mother; but I differ with
Th r is joy in his ejt as he hur i s along,
Bob Townsend and .Inr-- Movftn her in that respect
Hit form nn h hike prondly siU,
and my financial
loaded with fruit from Lew Coe,s condition is such that
'Bis heart it is brsre, his c 'asp it is strong
I cannot stand
(A wagon returns with the bits.)
orchard.
any
foolishness
but
my
own, and I
John Bodqebs.
Schuyler Smith's little bov AwA give notice that I will not be responsi- For
sale in tracts to suit the buyer on easy terms. There is no
Charley Pinkney was home again Wednesday
more favored
last at noon and was ble for any of her debts or transactions property anywhere in the San
Juan country. It lies very level on a command-fe'.atedf.me8a
this week.
Bhe may incur or enter into.
buried Tnursiay at Fruitland.
overlooking the valleys of the Animas and San
tw
8treaMrs. John S. DeLnsehe of Jewett
E. R. Sizer,
As this is new and desirable propIrS
d,Ke ,U1CtJ
thJ
Brachvogel and comDanv sViinrWl
on
the early buyer is the one who secures the choice For partici
was in town yesterday.
200 boxes of New Mexican apple to Flora Vista, Jnly 31, 1895.
lars call on or address
The Poster family have returned Jjenver yesterday. Herald.
A Faint Hope,
from camp to town.
Teams leave every dav tor Dnmnra
Sludge (who has sworn off) : DocFARMINGTON, N. M.
Pearl Locke left Wednesday for with fruit. Horses are in demand and tor, I stopped on a banana peel and reI have frequent applications for property of different descriptions
ceived a pretty hard full. I am afrard
are being hunted up everywhere.
JDurango with a large load of fruit.
and alt
I have broken my wrist. Dr. Bow-les- s: property listed with me will receive careful attention .
W. H. Jones of the La Plata was in
If you want any information regarding land and
Let me eco No, there is nothing
Walter Newton was in town last
county, drop me a line and I will promptly respond. water in San Jdm
town Tuesday on business.
broken.
Just
your
bath
la
wrist
night. He has charge of the commis
wblnky four or five times a day nn4
E. 0. Foster has a second string of sary department at the Foster camD.
you will be all right. Mudge: Er,
sluices for experimental sluiciug,
Ranchmen are inquiring round for doctor, h4n't I bettor be carefully exC. H. McHenry and family left Indian laborers. They are in demand amined for internal juries too?
Wednesday for a trip to the mount- for haying and irrigating. White labor is very scarce just now.
ti0ncet Electric Road In the World.
ains.
Carolina is to have the honor
Oliver Nichols and Lee Willett left of North
G. B. Dyne of Olio has left for Albu
having tho longest electric rr.ilway
querque, whence he starts for British Saturday with fruit from Bachman In the world, a line from Ashevillo to
and Woodward's orchards. Mr. Nich- Rutherforton, a distance of forty-on- e
Columbia.
ols came back from the Cherry Creek miles, being about to bo constructed.
Homer Have sold two lots, 1 and 2,
saw mill with a load of box lumber.
The power is furnished by water. The
in block 4 of his addition to Farming- road will be built to operate botb
ton to Herman Blum.
Tom Rafferty arrived vesterdav tijelaht and passenger oars.
Mrs. Wm. Carson returns to the with a four horae load of box lumber
Pointing out that the magazine of
Cherry croek sawmill to join her hus. from the Cherry creek saw mfil. The
band today. Her health has much im lumber was taken as soon as unloaded. great names is really more costly to
This shows the great demand for fruit produce than the magazine of intellect
proved.
boxes here.
and literary skill, the editor easily
The crops of the upper San
Uncle
Joe
Crouch was in from his throws the responsibility for the non
ranchmen are really excellent. This
Flora
Vista
ranch for fruit boxes Mon existence of the latter upon the world
will be one of the best seasons ever
day.
Mr
Crouch
says his ranch is of readers. He says In effect that the
part
experienced in that
of the county.
snob, easily
looking grand. His grain is going to public Is a hydra-heade- d
Cyril Collyer, Currie and friends show a heavy yield this year, and he caught by a tltlo or a cheap notoriety,
left for a trip for Ohaco ruins Sunda y always has a mixed crop. Mr.Crouch and offensively scornful of unpre
They will camp out and explore for a says a farmer with a mixed crop can tentlous merit
few weeks.
stand a few losses and poor markets.
IO() Kewunl $100.
four-horse
The Bowman & Carson
The readers of Huh paper will be
Fred Townsend came in from Navfruit box team brought in a large load ajo Wednesday He croses to
UJlup pleased to learn that there b at least
of boxes and left Monday again for where he will meet
his family and take one dreaded disease that science has
the Cherry Creek saw mill.
"back
them
to his home. Mr Townsend been able to cure in all its Btages,
and that is catarrh. Halfs Catarrh
T. H. Hopkins of the La Plata vie is one c? the old timers here, ami still
Cure is the only positive cure kDown
ited The Times Saturday. Mr. Hop ownes a ranch on the upper San Juan. to the medicul fraternity. Catarrh
.
kius says that the La Plata is looking He expressed his surprise and pleasure being a constitutional remedy, rew&ndorful. The alfalfa is a eight. all the wonderful progress our country quires a const tutional treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internGrain is doing well, whilst the orch has made.
ally, acting directly upon the blood
ards are loaded.
On the night of the 24th, whilst ev- and
mucous surfaces of tho system,
A dance took place at the Elliott eryone was down at Fruitland at the thereby destroying the foundation of
Locke building Friday evening. The dance, G. B. Dynes house at Olio was the disease, and giving the patient
boys got up the event which was we'l broken into and considerable property strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing
attended and most enjoyable.
stolen; about $200 worth altogetherwatches, rings, jewelry, clothes all its work. The proprietors have so
For Sale. J. R. Young of Fruitland went. The
thieves knew Mr. Dyne much faith in its curative powerB,
has good sorghum for sale at 50 cents and his position well.
they offer one huudred dollars
They can thatany
case that it fails to cure.
for
per gallon including can, delivered be arrested pretty
easily, although
Send
list of testimonials.
for
be
can
cash
orders
left
at probably Mr. Dyne's departure may
here,
and
Address, F. J. Cheney & Co.,
Times Office.
save them for a while.
Toledo, 0.
Mr. Stark has made a distributing
Sold by druggists, 75c.
The Times acknowledges tho receipt
point for box stuff at the San Juan of a letter acquainting
us of a vote of
Commission House in Durango. All
thanks passed by the ladies of the W. THE SAN JUAN COUNTY BANK
kinds of fruit boxes, "combination" O. T. U.
, Flora Vista,
for printing
frizes, from the best material.
Aztec, N. M.
their iotices. We are glad of the opB. Vigil complains that somebody's portunity afforded us of promoting Capital Stock
$30,000.00
pigs are eating up his garden stuff. the interests of this cause in any way.
The animal he caught sight of was a The ladies who have formed this temblack pig with a lock between its ears. perance union do a good work, and Does a general banking business.
Inhave already shown a zeal that has,
on
deposits.
terest
paid
time
Parties expecting to get fruit boxes
and will, pave the way to a desirable
of Sam Hood, the Florida saw mill succees.
man, should send in their orders at
once, as he cuts to order only. P. O.
Marriage Bells.
Webster,
Durango, Col.
"And the ringero rang with a will."
President.
Frank M. OTerce,
Vice President.
Walter Von Bnddenbrock's fine At Fairpoint, July 28, Matthew I.
Robert 0. Prewitt,
ranch at the mouth of Pine river will Hubbard and Miss Lessie Si. Daniels
Charles V. Safford, Cashier.
cut about a hundred tons of hay this were married. The newly wedded
Assistant Cashier.
season, will have a considerable quan- couple will reside on the groom's
near
Budden-brocranch
Fairpoint.
k
Mr.
tity of fruit of all kinds.
The Times joins with the many
is building two roomsadditional
friends of the young couple in wishing
to his house.
Scsoic Line cf the World.
them every happiness this world can
The Festers whilst driving out
afford.
THE
their mesa Wednesday got
caught in the heavy thunderstorm
FAIR MEETING.
DENVER
that fell ie the afternoon and did so
got
soaking wet
much good. They
AND

""W
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To Farmington.

I.

Homer Hays.

Homer Hays,
Farmington, N. M.
The Cheapest

F

Groceries Sold

Closer than

Place in Town

To

Jan

Anywhere in

R

Buy.

the County.

GROCERIES
Produce

of

All Kinds

Taken Here

s

IT Mm

H

N. Mex.

Farmington,

-

Arrinerton's
Residence

Addition to
Farmington,

cf Pesbyterian Chu ch.

"West

LOTS, 50X200 F T,

Under Farmington Ditch. Water Right
Sold with Lots.
Easy Terms to Good
Purchasers. Consult

and this in a country where it never Committee of Energetic Citirens Appointed to Secure the
rains.
RIO GRANDE
,.J
Exhibits.
Miss Martha and Miss Eliza Benning
M
At a meeting of San Juan county
from Atchison. Kansas,, are staying
with their cousin, Mrs Frank Allen. fair committee on July 18, 1895, at The
PASSING THROUGH
The young ladies attended the meeting Times office Farmington, tho followof the teachers association at Denver, ing gentlemen were appointed a committee to see the people and advocate
and are travelling round the circle.
Routs io an I from fhs Pacific Coast
the collection of the best fruit, stock,
C. J. Fint, Frank Shea and Teddie
and produce of all kinds for the San
THE POFULAS LINE TO
Greaves returned Tuesday from their Juan county fair to be held at
mountain trip. All look well and sun- the Locke grove Farmington Septemll&GlsBWBbd Spi
burnt; and report a most enjoyable ber 9 and 10, next.
o Ml Ml1
time. The description they give of The choicest
GRAM JIMGTiSJL
exhibits to be sent on
the fish caught we shall not print.
to Albuquerque fair Sept. 16.
THE MOST DIRECT ROUTE TO
A. U. Graves. Cedar Hill,
The school special levy election reWm.
McCoy,
Aztec,
sulted in favor of the tax. One or
iTMiaUaiitaFeJlIcirteo Poinl
J. Scott, Flora Vista,
two people voted against it. One porIUachlnj nil th? pr!ncipnl ton anil tn!niri
camps lu t'oluijUu, L'tn.. ami Vw Mexico,
Harry Allen, La Plata,
tion of the district was not
Sam Ent, La Plata,
at all at the polls. This elecfSIE TOURIST'S
PAVORITIS Lift
J. W. Jones, La Plata,
tion is after all a most important one.
TO ALL MOUNTAIN RE8QRT8.
S. D. Webster, Fruitland,
It affects the school interests, so it afAll through train eqnippi
with I'n'.lr.vu 1'itlact
"
J. R. Young,
and Tourist biupiuj Coxa.
fects the children. If the people do
Percy Collyer,"
not want the tax, then vote against it
For eloRMtly Mustrtil.-- d.ictipUra bookl rr,
R. H. Fisher, Largo,
and quash it. If they want the tax,
of cost, address
D. Lobato,
vote for it; but where schools and
JL S. MCKES,
L T. JEFFEHY,
B.K INWtfc
H. S. Hubbard, Junction City.
Pm't tad Gta'l Bjr. IWSs
Ir.'flta.Cti' n
children are concerned, every other
Mills at located at Thompson's
V. R. N. Greaves, Secretary,
i
consideration except these is set aside
PoBtofBce address. DIX, COLO.
OENVtR. COLORADO,
1.1

T. J.

Arlington

SALT LAKE CITY

:

9?

Cherry Creek

if

SAW MILLS
Bowman & Carson, Prop'rs

repre-eente-

d

ROUGH

AND DRESSED

LUMBER

Shingles, Box Material and Lath

VVu-vr- .

Park.

18

miles from

Dai'

Kant

louit terf Alt Dittos.
QoratMMt sliver ton cent pieces that con- WALES ON PBLNTERS.
tain u BM If nt more, ullver than tln
MM, have hero dlsxovered In thw
feuulnc St:,t-They hare beeu
rw4vst from banks ami are so carefully HAS AN EXALTED OPINION OF
made that It require the trained eye of au
THE ART.
expert ti detect their 1mcus character. The

Interview with him, and wound up by
AN AWESOME ENGLISHMAN.
How
saying: "It's true, Mr. Secretary, I do
If it Is poor and thin and lacking in the
business in New York, but I live in How He ftUkes the Teeth of tho-number and quality of those red corpusTexas, at least I don't think I'm living
Clutter.
The gentleman from the remote fea- - cles, yon are in danger of sickness from
unless I'm there. Besides, if a man
can't hail from Texas, where can he rtenda, as we innocently imagined, had disease germs and the enervating effect
coins have the appearance of txrlnf well
wort:, the rwnU if careful work oi the part
jtibi msmountea irom toe apper berth, of warm weather. Purify yourblood with
hail
from?"
of the (OOBterMtW, and a valuable aid to England's Kutare Ruler rays a High
armed
his visiting, Sunday- their clrnilail n. Several of the colus have
t
Tribute to the Civilizing Influences of
been Mat to the
service ittl laU wh j
best
revolver
displaying
its mother-of-peHE
SHOWED GOOD JUDGMENT.
pronounce t.i'"ui imwt dancerous counterfeits
Newspaper
the
PreStlU
handle
Art
the
its
and
nickelled business The great blood purifier which has
and express tin- beilet that they were Niada
In Kumm- and ami to this
fur circuend; his spurs were strapped onto his proved its merit by a record of cures unHow the Colo iet Deposed of Ills Sol
servative.
equalled in medical history. With pure,
lation. Pulladrtpaia Baowc
boots, and they jingled as he alighted. rit'h Mnnrl vmr
diers During a ltattle.
nr. A owvut;.
.. will
. hav. woll
..i.,,,.
..v., unit
ran mrougn tne- stalwart Do not neglect this important
A TronM-soni- o
Conscience.
"It was a hot fight, an' no mistake,
matter,
FEW DAYS AGO
of
form
the Pullman porter, who had, but take
The luir.'oniaster In Malchln. In Mecklennow.
the Prince of Wales sah!" observed the colonel when the
burg, lias Lien tlie rwlpicnt of a novel kind
up to that moment, treated us with the
brush
at
Hickory
Bvrnt
mentioned.
was
presided
of oooactcnoa money.
at
the
reeelveil
lias
lie
VXTRSSSSl'S?
nonchalant hateur of a Standard Oil
throi:i;h the post ten marks or shillings from
YOU wt-fthere, colonel?"
annivera man who declares that he contracted a
magnate
'I shud say I wuz, sah! I wuz in
sary of the Printdebt to a public house keeper In the town
H1GHES.T AWARD
"Sah," exclaimed the porter, ""shine
In 1881 n lid tailed to pay It. The public BOOM
command of my regiment, with powah
ers'
Pension,
Almskeep-.-having been long dead the money has
WORLD'S FAIR.
spurs,
your
sah?"
been hand
BT the burgoinaster to his rep
house and Orphan to use icy own discretion, sah."
But
the
deigned
cavalier
reseutatives -- Uiudoii Dally News.
reply,
not
to
you
"And
led them in?"
Asylum.
He rehis way to the smok"Not the resuvs, sah; not the re- - and jangle-jingle- d
sponded to a toast,
Nicotinized Nerves.
ing compartment, where he patiently
suvs "
colafter
a
which
Men old at thirty. Chew and smoke, eat little,
awaited the breakfast station, still an
"Your men were in tho reserve'"
drink, or want to, all the tmi.
Nerves tingle,
lection amounting
never
nothing's beautiful, happiness
hour and a half distant.
seem
me
explain,
You
"Let
don't
sah.
to
5,000
($25,000)
gone, a tobacco saturated system tells the
"Dese hyah Mexicans is jess holy
story. There's an easy way out.
was taken. Among other things the to grasp the idea, sah. I led fo' hun
will kill the
effects for tobacco
leurors," remarked the porter sotto
dred
sixty
and
prince
said:
men"
and muke you strong, vigorous, and manly.
voce; "dey goes to bed ready fer a batI now wish to say a few words to
Sold and guaranteed to cure by Druggists evIn the regiment?"
erywhere. Hook, tilled "Don't Tobacco Spit or you
tle or a duel; If we'd gone off de track
A
sah.
commandah
car'ful
respecting
les,
the benefits which are
Smoke Your Life Away." free. Address Sterling Remedy Co.. Now York City or Chicago.
conferred on mankind by the art of ncvah takes in his whole fo'ce till it in de night, that man, sah, would have
printing, and likewise respecting the becomes a despit case, sah. When the shot de conductor or me fo' sho'. I'm
Coal for Canadian simmer.
physical condition of those engaged in enemy come up in rifle shot, an' make jess about dead ti'ed of dis job."
The citizens of Snult Ste. Mario are
The remainder of us began to invent
stand, sah, I selected all my fo'ce but
SOLD EVERYWHERE.
about the conduct of malingers of the trade. WTe all must admit that the
irge Canadian steamers in sending their printing press plays a great and hu- the resuvs, an' I sailed right up to pis explanations for the presence of the
JOHN CARLE 6 SONS, Not York. 1c
vessels through the canal twlonging to the
mane part in the civilization of the tol shot distance, an' thah we stood don. who was taking a trip in such a
United States instead of the one lust completed at great cost to Canada. The expla- world (cheers) and that the blessings ouah ground, sah, not a man flinchin', warlike gui&e. Some of us thought he
nation, however, is very simple ami natural.
might be a famous bandit, locally
Canadian Vessel! by clearing on the Amer- derived by the community by the art not a man movin' for twenty minutes,
ican side are able to lay In their coal free of of printing are of incalculable value. while the bullets flew around us like known aa "El Altote." or "The Tall
duty. It luis been suggested that the manaOne," and our excited and as yet
sand, sah"
A SPECIALTY
gers of the Canadian Pacific and Beaty line (Cheers.) These benefits follow us, intiary BLOOD POISON permanently
imaginations pictured the
steamers should be appealed to on patriotic deed, from our very birth to our death.
many
mtfn did you lead in,
"How
In 15 to 35 days. You co ootrented at
cured
grounds to use the Canadian canal ami pay
train held Up, our. pockeU rifled of the
qouio foroamo price undor sumo Ruarau-t- y
the extra dutj on their coal. It has also Through the printers' announcement in colonel?"
If yoa prcror to come heiaiwe wlUcon-tra- ct
been suggested that It would be a simpler the newspapers (laughter)
silver dollars of tile. Monr.ezumas, and
"Two hund'ed and eight!"
to pay ral Irnart fnrennd hntel bill,and
our friends
Milliter to take the duty oil coal. Montreal
locally
unnegotiable New York Doeharce.lf wo fall to cure. If you have taken mer"But why did you not rush in your only
are made aware of our arrival in the
Herald.
cury,
potanh, and still hat a aches and
iotllde
MucoasViitches In mouth, Sow Throat,
eserves and end the fight right drafts left to us as we crossed what
world; by the aid of printing wc receive
Spots, dicers on
Copper
'lniplcs,
geographars
tho any part of the bfidy, Colored
termed
The most lonesome man In town 1s the our education and pursue our studies; there?"
Hair or EycbrolB falling;
one that has made liberal loans to his acUreat
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clear away some of the confusion of rifice use declines and substitutes less
thought in relation to money.
exacting fill the want.
A clear understanding of the finan
It is not so with the bullion under a
system. The uncoined
.NEBRASKA BANKER SEES SAL- cial issue whether silver properly
or
upon
should
not
should
be
an
equal
constant and universally
the
has
metal
VATION'S LIGHT.
f
footing with gold, a bearer of the money present demandibility of money. Imfunction, cannot be attained through perative are the laws of the market,
K. G. Horr's Defenie of the Single Gold an analysis of the subject in which
and supply and demand as to it. FlucHan Who the terms, value, fluctuation, demand tuation of value, together with scarcity
Standard Punctured by
Knows
and supply, scarcity and abundance and redundancy of supply, as well as
Whafi Bight from
are applied to gold and silver while deficiency1 and sufficiency of demand,
unlimltedly coined. Those terms have are not of it. Value it loses, and in Its
Hecently my attention was attracted definite meaning when applied to com- stead a property distinct from and
to goods desirable for consuperior to value is acquired. Fluctuato a letter from Mr. Edwin G. Phlpps modities,
sumption,
and which are destroyed or tion of demand is lost and universality
of Bartlett, Ohio, addressed to the ediby the person using them. and constancy of demand is gained;
tor of the New York Tribune, and given retained
Money is of a different nature, and and losing the possibility of excessive
space In the weekly edition of thai
with like significance those terms are supply it acquires the impossibility of
paper.
not applicable to money to gold and sufficient supply.
Mr. Phipps asked to have explained
silver when freely minted.
If It be allowed that I am right so
a
"Why
Is
things
some
about finance.
Money is not desired for consumption
far in the reasoning there can be no
gold dollar worth more than a silver
or retention.
Unlike commodity, it disputing the proposition that the price
dollar?" he asked, meaning, in the light does not expect a final purchaser,
nor of bullion, when gold and silver are
of what went before. Why is the bul do
successive changes lessen or increase freely minted, is the mintage price,
and
lion worth of a gold dollar worth more its desirability; to part
with it Is to im- can be none other. If 371.25 grains ot
than the bullion worth of a silver dol- - mediately reseek it.
pure silver, and 23.22 grains of pure
ar?
Gold and silver, under a
gold are each made the bearer of the THE
over
the
was
The reply to the letter
system are desirable in the same manunit of value, then the price In the
signature of R. G. Horr, and occupied ner, to the same extent and for
the
markot of the respective quantities of
pa
as much as three columns of the
same purposes that money is. The bul"Will be the unit of value, no
per.
lion is convertible at the possessor's
no
less. In the market the quanj
This Mr. Horr was one time a con will into equal weights of coin, and
tity if one is the equivalent of the
gressman from Michigan and after hence becomes equally desirable
with quaattty of the other; 11.61 grains gold
ward hired to the Tribune as an au- money.
cannuf equal 371.25 grains silver. One-hathority on the tariff question. In supGold and silver under a
is not equal to the whole.
plying the Republicans of the rural
system are not desirable mainly for
conclusions so far reached have
The
districts stock arguments for high tariff use In the arts and for ornamentation.
Mr. Horr met with some measure of The demand for such purposes cannot ben evolved from an analysis of bulsystem,
a
under
prl
success. The few profiting directly add price to the uncoined bullion.
Wh
further argument, let us suppose
during the period of high protection exchange more goods for bullion wh
- Tee coinage of both gold and silver
have been materially grateful to Mr. less goods will obtain an equal quaTl "ic
nrlnr trv 1R72- fnllnu' thnt with flp- Horr, we may suppose, for the influence tity of the desired metal in the form
of either metal, and brief
monetization
he exerted in maintaining the system. of coin? With wheat supplies in exthe
effect on the price of
ly
examine
But now the displacement of the tariff cess of consumption are in effect a deICE EOH STILE,
question by the finance issue seriously ficiency of demand; the price lowers. the demonetized metal.
to
as
that
seen
commodities
have
We
threatens the place of Mr. Horr as an But deficient demand for gold and silan excessive supply is in effect a de
adviser of hayseed ignorance.
ver for use in the arts, when gold and
demand, the price lowers.
ficient
Many who piped to his piping while silver are free to enter the mints, canMr. Morton, the secretary of agrithe tariff was the issue of issues are not lessen the price as measured by the
culture,
has time and again lectured
now mute or protesrant over his oracu- unit of value. Why exchange in the
country
on prices.
He has told
the
utterances
lar
respecting finance. They market the bullion for less goods when
supply
of
law
and demand
how
the
see, or think thev do. which is of the by having it coined the coin will puris inexorable; how it exacted obedience
same effect upon Mr. Horr's reputation chase more goods?
from gold and silver as truly as of the
among them, that he is powerless to
The persons now likening gold and products of the farm. Granted, if gold
grasp the underlying truths of finance; silver in allegiance to the law of supand silver be demonetized.
and many are pained at seeing him on ply and demand unto wheat,
Recently an editor of the leading
Manufacturers of
this issue distort himself to exude mat- etc., crowd their range of vision with
ter poisonous to their interests, as they the service performed by the metal in Democratic paper of New York city In
disputing the proposition that gold and
believe.
bygone ages, and do not discern the silver under a
system are
I wonder did the conclusions aimed superseding
attribute of legal tender.
to
chiefly
perform
the func
desirable
at by Mr. Horr In answering Mr. Phipps
Gold and silver were first used for
seem the same to others as to me? Did ornament. Later they came to be used tion of money said: "The truth is that
he purpose to Instruct Mr. Phipps and as a standard of value, passing in busi gold and silver perform the function
they are desir
other readers that the bullion price of ness transactions by weight. A man of money solely because Three-quartegold under a
system would possessing goods not needed for his able as commodities.
fluctuate as fluctuates the price of com own immediate consumption, and not of all the gold annually produced, and
a large amount of silver, are consumed
moditiesgoods which allay the natur- conveniently
unimpaired, for manufacturing and artistic pur
retained
al periodic want3 of man that gold traded them for gold and silver if he
and silver bullion, when gold and sil- could. In time, with the advance of poses, and their power to fulfill these
purposes is what makes them valuable,
ver have free entrance to the mints for civilization, came order, protm- -.
of not their use as money."
coinage into legal tender money, are the individual
in his property : 'its
If his asertion respecting the quan
obedient to the law of supply and de- and enforcement of contracts. I) its
annually
gold
of
consumed
tity
mand; in other words, that parity can of value were enacted, and fixed quanin
the arts is true, is it not
be attained and maintained only so long tities of gold
and silver were made to
true that the demand
as the consumable supply of silver vas bear the unite of value. Then gradu- likewise
greater
is no
for such purposes
to the supply of gold, and the demand ally the people
ceased registering their than three-fourtsupply?
Then
of
the
for the one as to the demand for the commercial transactions, their debts
Suphow about the other
one as to the demand for the other, and dues, in
commodities such as cat- pose gold be demonetized. What will
is and continues as the monetary ratio? tle, rice, wheat, or gold
and silver by be the effect of a 25 per cent supply
Moreover, would he have us believe that weight, and reckoned
in the common in excess of the prevailing demand?
cost of production affected, and with unit of value,
the coin of the realm.
Will the honorable gentleman tell us
supply and demand established, the bul- Subjects were forcod to take, in buythe
effect on the price of our countrylion price of gold and silver under a ing or selling, or other payment, any
men
farmers' wheat should the United
system?
coinage
free
money lawfully made.
States annually produce 500,000,000
1
I extract some passages from Mr.
Now that which is made to discharge buBhels,
against an annual consumpHorr's reply:
debt is the equivalent of all objects tion of only 373,000,000 bushels, with
"The people who believe in maintain- which are desirable
and which require
ing a gold standard assert that the labor to reduce to possession objects no outlet for the 125,000,000 bushels
present low price of silver is largely consumed, objects existing for con- surplus? Wheat would become a drug,
would it not?
owing to the enormous increase in pro- sumption
and objects of future producWe hardly need the honorable secreinduction, which has thus largely
tion. Obviously, desire (demand), in
tary's advice on this or other like agricreased the supply, and also to the thq
abstract is constant. Hence the cultural quandaries. Yet, if not, of
much cheaper methods of mining and demand
for money is constant. The
what use is the honorable secretary in
smelting silver, which have resulted in intensity of
demand can not relax.
his honorable place?
so
of
representing
ounce
silver
an
much
To fully comprehend the equivalence
less' human labor than it did in former of money
The task the president has set him Is
is to apprehend clearly the
years, when its value was so much constant,
too big for him. Not but what
much
never relaxing demandabilgreater as compared with gold than at ity of money.
we value highly the merits of the secsettles the score of
a
the present time. I have not the least past indulgence, It
present en- retary. Out here we think Morton
commands
bigger man than Cleveland, figurativedoubt: that the present low price of sil- joyment
and
future ly;
ver is much owing to the causes just want. These insures against
mortal, however, we may presume
three human prevalences
unequal to
stated.
can not all rise together or fall togeth- he is. And, therefore, quite
country of
"When the amount of pure gold was
the
ridding
of
farms
the
er. One may rise while the other falls
fixed of which our present gold dollar
heresy, finanThe present may disregard the obliga- what he technically terms
being 16
should consist, that amount of gold was tions of the past
name
heresy,
cial
vulgar
the
and neglect the
then worth almost exactly the same as future,
to
L
but in that event it will revel
the amount of pure silver which conHad gold suffered demonetization to
y
in
it may deny itself
40-acr- e
now
conwhich
and
is
then
stituted
the
same extent silver has, the price
silver dollar in penance of the past or mindful of future of gold bullion would have been sensibly
tained ineach
will affect the demand for
this country. The intention of the law condition
80-ac- re
commodities,
but the demand for lessened. That conclusion is forced
at that time was to make gold dollars money will be
upon
we
believe
must
it,
us.
believe
We
not
If
unaffected.
and silver dollars of exactly the same
to liquidate the past or to pro- it the honorable secretary to the con2-rointrinsic ndue, because a double stand- wanted
vision the future it is wanted none the trary notwithstanding.
ard is Impossible unleeo the value jf
Silver was demonetized. The annual
less intensely for indulging the presthe two units is the same.
production of silver exceeded the deforego
ent.
present
for
to
it
And
the
country
of
3
this
require
"The law
mand for manufacturing and artistic
is to
ourilnancla affairs to on managed so grasp have either the past or the future purposes. The mints no longer supplied
possess
to
it
at equal
as to keep ovir silver
10-ac- re
an unvarying demand for the excess.
Certainly there never has been
.exchangeable value, without regard to
was
corrstant
demand
Universality
and
supply
intensity
sufficient
to
relax
the
their actual tor intrinsic value. That
lost. Nothing remained but the bare
is what is iwant by 'purity of value demand, and just as certainly there
commodity demand. The price of silnever
be.
can
of
As
the
labor
division
by
the governThis can only be done
ver fell.
ment paying ull obligations in gold." attends on advancing civilization the
Such, I take it, is the true answer
universality
and
intensity
of
demand
Any one of these pieces of
These passages are fairly illustrative
is close enough
to Mr. Phipps' question: Why is the
will increase.
Ifc of the argu mctta promulgated in supto attenck
Admitteil then, that the demand for bullion worth of a gold dollar more to the public school for
port of the Biatle gold stand&rd; and,
money Is con- than the bullion worth of a silver doldoubtless, the correctness of the con- money legal-tendI will sell
land with
Stock to water
at
W. G. SEWARD.
Good
bullion
and
silver lar?
clusions 1 have drawn from thrtm will stant.
system,
bullion,
a
under
freely
admirtot'.
reasonable
be
easy terms.
and on
Two Hundred Ton" of Fcnfhors.
0 Mr. Horr is worthy of commendation, are money, are equivalent in equal
In that, in hand! tigs the issue, he makes weights with money. Therefore
the
It Is estimated that 200 tons of osuse of argument, such as It is, rather demand for gold and silver bullion is trich feathers have been exported
than denunciatic i. Therein he dis- constant.
from Cape Colony during the Ui3t thirtinguishes himself from the greater
Commodities, wheat, silk, any or all ty years, valued at $50,000,000.
number of gold tU uidard advocates. I of the many objects desired by man,
instanco as one of the majority Mr. limited in quantity and produced for
Edward Atkinson, and cite his article and destroyed by consumption, fluctuate
Customer (with chapped hands)
In the Record of At. ril !6.
in value under the influence of the, 'aw
Have you anything that will drive away
I wish to answer Mr. Phipps' ques- of
supply
and
demand,
Or
and chaps? Druggist (man of family)
tion: Why is the bullion worth of a of the law of substitution; a sufficient
I keep a dog.
gold dollar more than the bullion worth supply predicates a deficient demand,
5f a silver dollar?
a deficient supply an increased demand,
A man
will wear made over ties
At the outset I think it necessary to while beyond a certain measure of sac will let hiswho
wife cut his hair lor hlra.

FREE SILVER WANTED

free-coina-

8 HILTON.

optraetors, Builders,
AND UNDERTAKERS.

FARMINGTON,

NEW MEXICO.

Farmington Saloon,

free-coina-

Proprietor.

lf

free-coina-

.

wines, Lie

free-coina-

$ LP

is

flljinps

ft

NEW MEXICO.

FARMINGTON,

'

and Cigars.

he Smelter City Brewing Association.

L.

pig-iro- n,

Pure, Wholesome, Home Brewed Beer, and

free-coina-

the only Pure Ice in the market,

free-coina-

Colorado.

Dirago,

one-fourt-

Good News!

take this opportunity to announce
that I will be prepared to furnish
water to irrigate the mesa north
of Farmington this Spring.
And I have several more of those

s

lots

Beautiful

just north of the public school

tract,
building, to sell, a
two miles from town, and an
house
tract with a
cellar and small orchard, also a
tract of good land, well
situated on the county road.

y;

om

anti-gol-

d

this
prices

er

free-coina-

property
children
Ditch
very

it

For further information apply to owner,

AbRcnt-Mindo-

Y-e-

iEITJG IX 03FtXF,F,ITNr,

Frank E. Prewitt.

3&

LAND OF

SUNSHINE.

NB OF THE GARDEN SPOTS
OF THE WORLD.

Crops and Prices of 1893.
were brought to this place there is a French landscape than a western
ties on tbe lower San Juan, and a tine
of fire brick can be manufacquality
no better piece of land for raising commnnity as yet removed from
"The following table shows the fruit
deciduous fruits. It is protected, railroads, and ten years ago given yield of the county and average mar- tured at a nominal coat.
over to the Indians as a hunting
fertile and beautiful.
Experts pronounce the San Juac
ground. Alfalfa and fruit are the ket price of 1893:
coal as a steam producing coal fax
THE LA PLATA VALLEY.
productions. This part of
above the average, if not the very
The La Plata river npws in a deep, principal
pr:ci
county
the
is a very picture in its
best quality in the world.
sandy bed, and its waters generally
S
21.25
Aztecs Wheat, busheh.....
picturesque
The
fertility.
Any information relative to tho
disappear in the last week in August also
"
am .75
thought well of it, and many of Oatt
Cora
25,00!)
.75 county not given in the columns of?
or tbe tirst week of September. On
'
Harley
10.000
.75
monuments in the shape of Potatoes
"
the upper part of this river after it their
..
.85 Tue Times, will be cheerfully fur20.000
rocks Onions " ...
rudely
pictured
sculptured
and
1,25 nished upon application to the pub15.0 0
enters San Juan county there are
.....
Tomatoes"
1.75
2.500
abound.
about 8000 acres cultivated; and at
Apples, pounds
.03 lisher.
000,000
"
Peaches,
.04
CROPS.
250,000
there is
Jackson, near lis mid-courWater rights in company ditches
"
.....
Penis
.08
7.500
"
a small Hcjrnon colony, who till
05 cost from $2 to 215 per acre, with an
40.&0
Tha first trees were planted in this Plums
Cherries "
.15
5.000
about 1000. acres. The river has an county ten years ago, and as an ex- (iraues
cost of from $1 to 'J an"
.04 additional
1UII00
average Sail of forty feet to the milo, periment seemed very doubtful. The Strawberries, quarts,..
.20 nually per acre to pay for repairs, lai
" ...
.20
is aboai thirty feet wide and has a tirst settlers were principally cattle a3yterrios
this annual assessment
"
HlsoUberries
.20 most cases
mean average flow of about 250 cubic men, who knew little about farming. 'ihrraxts
"
.08 can be worked out.
"
.08
feet per second. The ultimate
They profited by their tirst mistakes, .dooaeborries
Sheep do well in this. county. Scab
of lands in the La Plata however, and prospered, sa that the
Besides the produce mentioned in and other sheep diseast-- are unknown
nalley will be large.
reputation of these valleys is known the foregoing table the county pro-duc- here.. Thousands oi acres of govACTUAL WATER HE80URCES.
all over the southwest. The southern
85.000 pounds of hmey at an ernment land are contiguous to the
It will be seeu from the foregoing towns of Oolarado, outside the Saa
places on which
that there are available from these Luis valley, are almost wholly sup- average price of 12J cents a pound, streams and watering
every month in
nearly
graze
can
they
three rivers 6250 cubio feet of water plied front tbe San Juan orchards. and; 30:000 tons of alfalfa hay which
the year. Large bunches of the
per 6econd. At the low estimate of So remunerative has fruit culture
averaged S5.pev ton.
wethers can be fattened on alfalfa
160 acres to each cubic foot, this is proved that iu 1891 23.000 trees were
hay
daring the winter, and the mam
1,000,000
irrigate
acres
sufficient to
Questions Answered,
planted, and in 1892 about 50,000
- aarned
over on it at a small,
flocksAccording to a county Tho plantiug of 1893 is not yet acof land.
Irrigation is tho- beBt means of fer- cost, thus
- sheep raising a
makingat
for
circulation
pamphlet issued
curately known, but will show a ratio tilizing land.
ustry.
The native sheep
ind
profitable
the World's fair, there a?e 175,000 of progress. Last year at the
Every kind" of deciduous fruit can make a most excellent cross to breed
acres available for irrigation. In
Territorial fair tbe fruits of be raised here.
tbe mutton producing strains of east
addition to the value of t'ne water for this county took the sweepstakes
As
a
em sheep to.
San
oountry
tae
raising
fruit
irrigation, it is a constant source of prize. The peaches in Bome instaucts
water power. The San Juan and measured nine inches in circumfer- Juan has no equal,
A tannery is needed and would be
Water cau be put on arid land ab a a good investment in this county.
Animas aze constant streams, not ence, apples thirteen to fourteen
affected bj tmeinostenduringdaoutb. inches and weighed sixteen to nioe-tee- cost of- from $2 to $15 per aore.
There are over 500,000 acres of cana-agn- a
The wasted, power c- - their waters
New
growing wild here. It yields
Mexico
fruit
took first prizo for
ounaes. Single acres of
would furnish heat, light and elec- land retuan from $400 to $500 ;; and wheat at the World's fairs and second as high per acre as ten Ions wild and
trical motive force far in excess of in one orchard near Farmington are for oats.
from thirty tons upwar&nnder culti
any possible need of this county. At three trees, of whose yield an acper
The last census gives ubiety acnes-a- vation. This-- plant contains-3present the only use made of all this curate account has betn kept for four
the average size of an irrigated: cent oi tannic acid, the highest averwealth of water is to irrigate about years past, that show an average re- farm in New Mexico.
age of any known agent. The tan25,000 acres, the larger part of which turn of $53 per tree.
nery would be furnished with a home,
As a health resort for persons with
is uuder ditches owned by small asso
Cereals of all kinds are grown here, weak ltiugs San Juau county has supply of tanning matter without
ciations of farmers.
the cost of a cent of freight. Ttiia
wheat yielding 20 to 4') bushels per few peers and no superiors.
cana-agri- a
is being shipped to Europe
!acre; oats, 30 to 80 bushels; barley, 150
AZTEO :
Kongh lumber here is worth $2f at a cost of between $80 and IIOO-pe30
bushels;
15,to
rye,
60
to
bphels;
The mideya civilisation has folton, several firms there using it
25 to 50 bushels. A ready sale per thousand. .iSrick $8 per thousand
lowed the same lines of settlement as corn,
and lime 40 cents per bushel
Current
for
the preparation of their best
paice3.
is
good
found
at
did the ancient. Aztec is the county prices
clay is found in large qnnnii-- 1 grades of leather.
Fire
follows:
1893
ns
for
w?vo
seat, situated ou the southeast bank
cwt., $1.40; oats, $1.50;.
of the Animas. It has a bank, several Wheat, per
corn, $1.50; bran, per
$1.40y
barley,
hu'ire stores, hotel and livery, and
of every variety
Vegetables
$18,
ton,
county
ie
a
jail'
stage stables. The
IS
to
varieties,
hardier
from
flourish,
the
well built, steel lined adobe structure.
and
turnips
The suarounding country is well such as Irish potatoes, melons, eggextending ap beets, to the more tender
the
.

Abundant Water and
Other Inducements OfTerod
to Home Seekers.

fertile

Soil

se,

Sun:

N. M. Bureau of Iicaiitiration Report.

This county is one of the garden
spots of the world, and lies on the
western slope of the great continental divide, being; part of the PaAside fiwm its great
cific water-she-

sesources as an agricultural and stock
its scenery is very beautifujs
On all Bidea great rocky masses,
broken into picturesque formations,
are to be seen across wide, fertile
valievs. The county is watered,, by
three large rivrs, and from their
junction below Farimogton the view
is grand and impressive.

QPUL'try

FARM LAND

ON

THE

8.VN

JUAN.

In this valley, from a point about
len miles above Largo, there is a
yarrow strip of bottom laud on each

aide of the river. At the town of
Largo the river bottom widens out
into rolling mesas and bottom lands
which are available for cultivation.
The most important of these tracts
are known as ihe Bloomtield and Solomon mesas, which, with the bottom
lands uuder them, will aggregate
Ubniewhat over 20.000 acres. They
are on the north side cf the vvtvr.
From thence to the junction of the
Animas, the mesa lands are broken
nto detached plateaus rather difficult
to irrigate. The Animas and La
Plata empty into tho ban Juan near
Farmington. Ou Vie two points of
land formed by the rivers are about
12,000 or 15,000 aor.es of tine laud all
under ditch. Beginning then at tho.
mouth of the La Plata, and for twenty
miles down the San J.uan, to where
it breaks through the Hogback, (a
line of low hills) there is a continuous series of mesas with about a mile
A little over
wide of bottom-lanB3,000'her,e are now under ditcb. To
the north of this are a series, of high
meadows,, or vegas, estimated to contain 44,000 acres. Besides this, and
to be properly considered in the San
Jaiau basin, are the lands oft either
side ot the Canon Largo, (!anon
Blanco and Canon Gallego, These
will include tha land along the river
p.pd down to the sixth correction
Hne,,ncrth; south of this line there
townships of land,
are twenty-fou- r
the water facilities ot which are only
8bout the average of the arid region.
They are covered by the headwaters
of the Rio Chaco or Ohtisco and, the
Amarillo. At pr,esput this land is
devoted to cattle and sheep raising,
but tlie prospects of using a consid
erable area of this land for agriculture
ore vtry favorable. At present there
id no demand for it and most of it is
public land.
It may be said, therefore, that in
the immediate San Juan valley, there
are about 00.000 acres of land, about
50.000 acres of which are now uuder
diicti, A large area outside of this,
on tb 3 hi;:h mesas, is susceptible of
irrigation, and will ultimately be
added to the irrigable area by means
of high line ditches.
THE ANIMAS

VALUiRi

The Animas river enters the county
just est of the 108th meridian. It
is formed by the junction of two important torrential streams, aud will
irrigate, if properly handled, 40,000
acres of fruit land. Of this amount
10.000. or 12,000 acres are af4ly
under ditch, aud it would not be wise
to advise large settlement ou any
now lanus, unless some scnema wera
devised by which the whole amount
of the water could be handled by
some comprehensive authority. This
river flews thirty miles within San
Juan county. Tho faming lands
begin at Cox's crossing and take in a
strip varying from a quarter of a
mile to three miles in width and
about twenty live miles in length.
The Animas has a minimum flow of
2000 cubic feet per second. One of
tho pocnliaiitiet- of this and, tlie San
Juan iuver is that the bottoms are
composed of bods of small, round,
water-wo- rn
boulders jf unknown
depth. More water Hows in this
boulder bed than on the Burface.
Along in the river valley proper
there are about 18.000 acres of good
land, the most important area of
which is from Aatec to below Flora
Vista.
o
FARMLNQTON,

QLADE.

Besides the valley of the AjnmaB

there is an important area of land
included in the Farmington Glade,
an introvale between the Animas and
La Plata rivers. It ia a strip of
country two or three miles wide by
eighteen miles long. It will aggregate 25,000 acres of good irrigable
land well adapted to fruit raising.
In the glade, and beginning at about
the latitude of Aztec, ia a fine body
of public land, subject to desert

hind entry, that would make homes
for a smnM colony. The ditch would
be comparatively inexpensive as a
natural opening in the hillside affords
iasyeiitranoe to the glade. If wa.ter
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-
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s
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know more, about the

you. want

farms
cultivated,
aud down tha river for several miles
At this point the valley is about two
miles wide. Fruit, alfalfa, graiu,
potatoes and all the root crops give
abundant harvests. Apples and tomatoes seem peculiarly adapted to
tbe soil. Tbe population of the town
and surrounding country, is between
550 and 000 persons.
FLORA

VISTA..

plants, tomatoes, etc.

ALFALFA

Ollll J

Is, ho wow, the staple crop in this
county; drouth is not to be feared
and neither, frost nor cold endanger
it. Oiwjkig to tho advantageous situation of the county the farmers have
taken to fatteuiug beef cattle. For
this purpose the sales of alfalfa are
large, frequently amounting to from
500 to 1000 tons to a single buyer.
From 1891 to 1892 the increase in
alfalfa production amounted 7000
tons. The averave yield per acre is
from 4 to 10 tons.

This little village and vicinity has
a population of about 250 souls. It
is situated at about the widest part
of the Animas valley, seven miles
from Az.tec, raises the same crops
MINERAL WEALTH.
and its orchards are spreading; alfalfa fields have a particularly good
This whole county is underlaid
appearance.
with coal. The beds have cot been
FAflMINGTON.
prospected to any extent. They are
Farmington and J unction Cityf are known, however to contain almost
situated at the mouth of the Animas.
of coal. On the
Tbe population is about the same as unlimited quantities
riveiv, opposite Fruitland.
San
Juan
at Aztec, Tbe location is very beaur is truly notable exposure of this vala
tiful. Atthkpoint the full scenic
stands above the rivei
beauty of tbe valley reveals itself. uable fuel. It over 300 feet long, aud
34 feet and is
From a little- hill overlooking the
into the bluff 04:a ven
town a solid plantation oi three or extends back
is supposed for miles, to-dip,
it
slight
four square qjles, including orchards,
mesa stretching
alfalfa tieids-- , grain and meadow is there is an immense
Immediately across
direction.
in
that
seen. Here is at present the densest
side of the river othei
population of the county and the on the north
and these then
appear,
huge
beds
widest spread of cultivation. The
up.tiie La Plata for nearh
stretch
throe valleys here conwge into tbe
fifty miles. This coal is a hard, free
main valley of the San Juan. Thore
An experienced
quality.
are several good stores, public stables, burning
Cornwall miner, who is working one
good-- schools and general facilities.
on the La Plata, says
Near this town are located several of these veins
saw mines so easily opened
never
he
brick kilns, a saw mill and a roller
or, that so quickly yielded good mer
process fkmr mill. It is a very pretty,
coal. All that seems to be
place. Its citizens are full chantable
necessary, is to strip the- outer layer,
of energy anclpublia Bpiriit.
which has beeu exposed to the
LAaao.
weatbei for ages, and the fine, glitTbie town may be considered the tering material; is found, free from
center of population on the upper slate or "bone"" and ready for use.
San Juan. Taking in with it the Some difference of opinion exists
the quality of this coal, but tbe
little settlement on Pine river and at
Bloomtield, the population ie between bureau of immigration can state on
1000 and 1200 persons, tbe majority the authority of its agent that it is
of whom are of Spanish descent. of a good coking charaater. Some of
Tdie high culture of the fields, or- it, in hie presence, wa:v covered! with
chards and vineyards speaks well fjr eand and fired' on the ground and in
roasted into a line
a short time-watbe progress of tho community.
silver coke with a ring like metal.
THE liOWER SAN- JDAN,
county is usually
Olio, Fruitland and Jewett are sit- The coal in this
between slate
strata
thick
a
found
in
uated on the Sau Juan below its
junction with the La Plata. The ana sandstoue of a very fine g?ain.
It is said: that gold and metallic
population of the three is about 600
persons. The greater; part of the iron can be found; and the bes1
land is under a tine modern canal building stone, both sandstone and
and in a high state of cultivation. At granite, abound. The best mining
and splendid minFruitland is one small orchard of camps of Colorado
New. Mexico are contigseven acres from which tbe annual eral belts in
Wheu railroads penetrate
net return baa been over $2,500 per uous.
county
the neighborhood of Olio
this
years.
annum for the past five
This
splendid
opportunities foi
will
afford
ia the property of the resident Morsmelters.
large
mon bishop and is cultivated accord'Sinoe the foregoing wax published by tho buing to the theory, of his people that a reau
of immigrBUoii, the tlnur wll wan destroyed
small place well oared', for is more by fire, but will be rebuilt this summer.
tbe Animas frore
valuable than broad acreage poorly tJunctivn City is just across
loo, but depends oq Farmington merfarmed. It in one of the best instances Farming
chants for supplies.
of intensive cultuje in the territory.
Patented land with water can be
Li- I'LATV.,
bad at from $15 to $50 per acre. BeTais place can hardly be called a, sides this there are thousands of
tpwn. It is a compact farming com- acres of government land that can be,
munity, however, of about seventy had for the cost of filing on it.
well cultivated homesteads at the
Among tbe many enterprises which
head of the La Plata valley. On the would nourish in ilia county may be
western side the land rises in three mentioned a wool scouring plant and
terraces, one over the other, every woolen mills. Water and coal are
one or which is highly cultivated. abundant and free. The only exThe sight would remipd one more of pense will be io developing.
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Which
Shall It Be?

-

Youa orders for High Grade Sewing Machines- Bicycles, Vehicles, Baby
Carriages, etc., placed withdocal and.retail dealers with three to six middlemen's profits, or with the old reliable CASH BUYERS' UNION, with only
one small profit above actual factory cost. If you are a- money saver there
can be no doubt as to your decision. Write y
for one of our illustrated
catalogues and note the unapproaohable bargains we are offering 30 different style Sewing Machines, ranging in price from $8.00 to $30.00 Bicycles,
all styles and prices, from $10.75 to $75.00. Those of tjie latter price being
equal to wheels sold by agents and dealers at $125.00. We show 150 designs
in Baby Carriages the latest, the handsomest all new patterns, many
direct Importations. We handle- everything under the sun in the
VEHIOLE AND HARNESS LINE, BUGGIES. CARRIAGES, PHAETONS. ROAD WAGON8. CARTS, HARNESS, SADDLES, ETO.i
at prices out of reach of competition.
IN PIANOS AND ORGANS we show an
endless variety, at only 10 per cent, above
actual cost to build. In writing for catalogues, state which to send, as we have a special catalogue for each line. Address in full
-

-

to-da-

,

go-ahe-

-

ai-t- o

CASH BUYERS' UNION,

3

B 848. 159.161 W. Van Buren

St.,

CHICAQO, ILL.
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Its injurious to stop suddenly and don't be
imposed upon by buying a remedy
you to do so, as it is nothing more than,
a substitute. In the sudden stopae of tobacco,
you must have some stimulant, and in most
all cases the effect of the-- stimulant be it
opium, morphine or other opiates, leaves a,
far worse habit contracted. Ask your drug
gist about 3ACO OURO. It is purely veg
etable. You do not have to
.
stop using tobacco with
It will notify you when
to stop and your desire for tobacco will cease. Your systvnii
y
you took your first chew or
as
before
will be ae free from nicorfne
written guarantee tQN absolutely cuiu the tobacco habit
smoke. An
in.allit8form8 or money refunded. Brice $1.00 per borar 3 boxes (30 days?
treatment and guarauteed cure) $2. 55k For sale by all druggists or will be sent,
by mail upon receipt of price. Send six
stamina for sample box. BookEureka Chemical & M'f.'g Co.,.La Crosse, Wis.
lets and proofs free.

NT

that-require-

STOP
TOB ACCO

BACO-CURO-

the-da-

iron-cla-

Office of The Pioneer Brass Oompany, O. W. Hornick, Supt.

St.JRaulMion., Sept

7, 1894.

)
'

Eurfkn Chemical and MTgCcv, UCrosM. Wil.
Dear Sirs 1 hare been a tobaooo liend for many years, and daring the paet two years nw
Binoked flften to twenty cigars regularly eyosy day. My whole nerrous system became affeotedj
until my pbysician told me I must ie up the use of tobaooo for the time Deinrf, at lenst. I triedL
and rarions other remedies, hot without success, until
the ho- calif d "Koeley 'ure,"
ThTee weeks ago today I commenced using youj
identally leeiped of your "Baoo-Curoo.,.l .winv I oDimiiinr mvfinlf nnmnletelv nnred: I am in DSrfect health, and the horri
ble craving for tobacco, which erery inveterate smoker fully appreciates .lias completely left to.
simply wonderful, and oau f nUy recommend It.
I consider vour ''Saco-Cur-

T

."

